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All's Well-
in the Union 
by Barbara Tobin 
Homecoming 
Well, once again Homecoming 
has come and gone. We all have 
oilr own opinions on how the 
weekend went and speciaJ 
memories stored away. From the 
results of the official four, day 
holiday, it looks as thouglJ people 
are still trying to recouperate 
from it. In an informal (:on-
ferencewith Rick Veno, Associate 
Director of the StUdent Union and 
supervisor , of the Program 
Committee, I was able to get an 
overview of our annual 
celebration. 
terest and Rick replied tha t. , , 
"The ~tudents were not that, 
familiar with his type of music. 
Those who like jazz and had heard' 
Lewis before appreciated the 
concert. Many students are 
programmed for rock bands and 
that's all they listen to; Lewis was 
different. ' .j 
• In 
pictures. 
by Sue Lawson Touch'Back 
plenty, and table hopping reached the coat room.· 
, its all time high, to make the The original agreement' Bill 
Mr. Veno felt that all the hard 
work andmomths of planning that 
into this past weekend paid 
off"The activiti1es sponsored by 
the SU ran smoothly and those 
who attended seemed to enjoy 
themselves tremendously." He 
also stated that Maureen Hart 
and Wayne Goudreau, along with 
their committees"deserved 
honorable mention 'for their 
dilegent efforts to make 
Homecoming a success for all. ' 
Every event was sold-out 
except for the Ramsey-Lewis 
concert. I asked if the €,alSe was 
due to a lack of publicity or in-
When asked if there were any 
, problems or damages produced 
by the revelry, Mr. Veno sidled 
with a response to the negative.· 
"What few incidents that did 
occur were caused mostly by 
visitors and not college a t-
tendants. " . 
For once our halos seemed 
pretty much intact. 
Mr. Veno also expressed his' 
desire to involve the alumni in all . 
activities. "I wanted them to 
feel tha t they are a part of our 
college community a.ud are 
. welcome _ whenever they _ return 
to BSC."Again he congratulated 
those who worked·on -, our 
Homecoming activities and 
commended the student body on 
their admirable conduct. In 
short an enjoyable time was had 
by all. 
Finnigan Changes Mind 
by Ann Hackenson 
It's happened! - the unexpected 
has actually happened - Senator 
Finnigan reversed his decision in 
the , wee hours of Thursday 
morning - making way for a $3 
million raise in the higher 
educa tion budget, thus pulling 
the cut down from 10% to 8%! 
An agreeable compromise was 
subsequently i&.sued. 
.. Why? - no one will probably 
~ver know. Perhaps the students' 
s\how of concern on Wednesday 
(Nov. 5) INDUCED HIS 
REFLECTION OF HIS STAND. 
ON THAT EVENTFUL DAY, 
APPROXIMATELY '1000) 
STUDENTS RALLIED IN 
FRONT OF THE State House to 
protest the cuts, while some were 
Interview: 
actually allowed admittance'to 
the building in able to lobby with 
their representatives. Or maybe 
the pressure from Senator Kelly, 
stressing the educational need of 
so many floundering and 
somewhat stable state schools 
and community colleges finally 
enwrapped his mind and caused 
him to vote in agreemept. 
Wha tever the reasoning may 
be for his sudden and unexpected 
change of heart is irrevelant· to 
the simple truth - what is more 
im- portant is the mere fact that 
he DID CHANGE IT! 1 
(ml)re on the budget situatio.:l at 
Bridgewater t on page 3) 
Miss Fitzgera.ld pg. 4 
fIomecoming pix pgs 8 & 9 
The annual Kick-off party held 
last Thursday night in W. 
Bridgewater's Canoe Club, got 
the 1975 Homecoming off to a 
running start. 
night a definite "Good Time." had ytlade with the owner of 
Unfortunately, trouble began the Canoe Club was that any I· ...... "Rolling~hunder Revue'~ pg. 10 
The Canoe Club served as 
probably the nicest hall BSC 
stUdents have ever been afforded 
for an evening, of drink and 
merriment. TWo hars were 
manned to dispense . beverages for 
all tastes. ' 
. The band HTogeiher" lived up 
to Its name, room for d~ncing was 
early in the evening, and with it problems involving students 
came another black listing for the would be left up to Bill to work out 
student at BSC. at first. Bill went in to try and 
In talking with the Senior class talk tQ the student but it was to no 
preside.nt Bill Abraham, the avail lmd a policeman had to be 
problem apparently started when ' called in to help. 
a student "who had probably had "The guy s.tarted swinging at 
too much to drink before he. that point", Bill explained and 
came'\ started playing with the . 
light switches and coat racks in (continu-sd on page 13) 
a 
..... 
Pa.ndora's Box pg. 10 
Bruins trade pg .. 15' 








Homecoming is, traditionally, a day colleges' designate to welcome 
"home" the alumni to their beloved alma mater. The day suggests a 
series of events aimed at bringing the college community together for 
socializing. While the traditional aspect is somewhat overlooked at 
Bridgewater, home- coming represents more a welcoming back of 
"spirit". We are a school often accused of lacking high morale, yet this 
past weekend is evidence capable of :stuping the most ardent pessimist. 
The surge of school spirit was a surprising relief, and nonetheless well 
re~~d. . 
Homecoming 1975 began with dubious distiction at West Bridgewater's 
Canoe Club, the scene for pre-weekend carousing in the true BSC fashion 
(sic). The drunken merriment resulted in a few unfavorable' reports, 
yet those in attendance claim to have enjoyed themselves at one of the 
few large parties in recent memory. No one could disclaim the 
merriment of the crowd, a factor present throughout the entire w.eekenc;l. 
The tune "Roll Out the Barrels" became the theme song for the festivities 
since most had a "barrel of fun". The highlight of the weekend, expec-
tedly, was Saturday's game with Curry. A colorful parade, complete with 
floats and marching band led the way to the playing field ( ... Hometown, 
U.S.A) The stands were filled to capacity with shouting and singing 
supporters, an absolute obvious contrast to past weeks of moping and 
grumbling. The Bears awarded us a victory, giving the masses reason 
to celebrate. Cabaret, D.J. Sullivan and the Birthday Party enabled 
nearly everyone tp "party", some- thing many know best. Breakfast and 
lunch were enjoyable as well...... "the morning after" offered many a 
rare glimpse of their friends in less cheery appearance. , 
The "spirit" we often long for was evident through the floats, the 
songsters at the game, the organization of Saturday night's activities and 
the idiligence of those who planned them, and unmistakingly· the 
students themselves. By no means is homecoming meant to be be solely a 
rosy pi.cture of apple pie and star-spangled coeds; but a particular feeling 
cannot be disguised. This spirit strengthened the meaning of 
homecoming and for some renewed their faith ~n livelihood here. True, 
homecoming is m~rely a social ev.ent lasting but four days. But, a.las, the 
psyche we know as the SPIRIT of joy ,laughter and song returned for 
a moment .to assur.e us that it is ~ere and not lost 
RCT 
lattars 
it only takes one 
Homecoming is a special time 
of the year and for many people it 
means alot of hard work. It's 
unfortunate that it only takes few 
to ruin all the effort· others 
exert '. 
The Cheerleaders spent alot of 
time and energy to put on the 
Homecoming rallyon Friday, 
November 7th. After the rally 
someone stole a very valuable 
football that we borrowed from a 
friend to ,use. Theivery is bad 
enough, but to steal that football 
after some one worked hard to 
give you a good time is bush. We 
certainly didn't put on that rally 
for ourselves , we did it for you. 
To whoeveer you are who took 
that football, we sincerely hope 
you'll have. some second thoughts 
about your actions and return it. 
FfW\JKLY SPEAKING .... by phil frank 
r()COLlEGE MEDIA SERVICES-SOX 9411·<:>o::::,nn.<ccLl:C CA.94709 
It's not only exp~nsive but has 
personal value to that person 
whom we borrowed it from. If its 
not returned we'll have to per-
sonally pay for it but' un-
fortunately we can't repay it's 
sentimental worth. 
Please Please return it. You 
can either give it to any 
cheerleader lea ve me a message 
in my mailbox (box 243-Pope Hall 
and I'll pick up . Absolutely no 
questions will· be asked. 'Just 
PLEASE return it. 
Thankyou, 
Marty Ruegg and the 
cheerleaderS'. 
thank-you 
Dear El<tor I 
This may sound strange but it 
is a letter of thanks. I would like 
to -thank all my friends and 
everyone· who supported me in 
the past election .. Even though I 
did not succeed in securing the 
position of Senator-at-Large, 
that will not stifle my en-
thusiasm for BSC. I still plan to 
attend many of the SGA 
meetings as I have done in the 
past. I also plan to remain very 
much involved in the 
organizations and clubs I belong 
to. Once again I would like to 
thank those who voted for me 
and by doing that therefore tried 





I have on three 
occasions during Septemoor t\nd 
October of this year made 
proposals to various faculty 
groups that I outline below (to the 
Instructional Faculty I the 
A.A.U.P. chapter at BSC, and the 
meeting of the committee on 
Recruitment, . Admissions, . and 
Financial Aid attended by Mr. 
Morwick, Dr. H .. Fanning, and 
chaired by Mr. Richard 
Pacheco· 
UThat an approximately 5-
7% cut in faculty and ad-
ministration salaries be effected 
in order to avoid having to 
dismiss or layoff what very well 
may beamong the youngest, most 
energetic, . and innovative. 
teachers at Bridgewater. A cut in 
these faculty, whose salaries are 
not that high in the first 'place, 
would not drastically affect the 
future of "quality education" at 
Bridgewater. Perhaps faculty 
unanUJ~ity on this measure cOtlla 
be fostered through some· 
courageous initiative on the part 
of our administrative leaders. A 
5% cut in salary would be 
reflected as perhaps only 4% cut bracket resulting. there from, 
in real income when tax bracket the average faculty member or 
considerations are made. As one administrator would suffer a 
precariOUS faculty member put mere 1/4-1/3 of 1% real income. 
it, "It's one thing to get kicked in Isn't this a rather small price for 
the shins, but quite another to get the faculty to pay to register a 
shot in' the heart." vote of confidence in its students'? 
2) It is well known that there is Both of these measures 
up to $200,000 in Federal Funds combined would constitute a giant 
available for student scholarships step for maintaining "quality 
and- aid if BSCcan raise only education" at Bridgewater, and 
$20,00'0 a tremendous 10 to I convince the public and our 
payoff! It has been my students that the faculty and 
suggestion that the faculty and administration are . genuinely 
administration somehow assess interested in the welfare of its 
itself to raise this relatively small students. 
sum ($29 ;1)00 My estimates show After all, our pOor students are 
that an assessment' of less than being required to #pay increased 
.5% annual income would provide tuitions; can't we meet them 
"the necessary. amount. When halfway and share our common 
considerations are made for the educational: burden' and 
tax deductibility of such a con-· sustanence? ! 
tribution, and the lower ,tax by ~r~ff Erwin Harris 
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" . TIts COMMENT, -is a student supported and operated 
wt_?kly newspaper serving the academic community of 
Bndgewater State Colleg~. Editorial policy is determined 
by the Editor-in-Chief in consultation with the Editorial 
Board. Re-publ1ca.:io:J. of aa material p::..~inted herein is 
forbidden ~ithout the axpr~ssed written p,ermissioa of the 
Edltor-!n-\..thief. Lett"'rs to tho Editor 
- - are encouraged but 
are limited to 250 words or less. LETfERS MUST BE 
SIGNED, but names will be withheld up::>:l request. All s~ 
mitted material is subject to condensa.tion. Advertisin 
rates will ~ aVa11anle U~;)a l"°Q111oSt All g 
h ~ • - -.. correspondenCe 9 ould ~ a:idressed to T-IE COMMENT B idg S C ~,. t" ewtlter 
. tat~ ollege. Bridge· ..... ater, MA 02324; Ext. ~M o.r3th. 
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• I 
• I • • 
Memo: President From the 
RE: 
Dear Fellow Members: 
This will bring you up-to-date 
on the budget situation as of this 
morning, November 10, 1975." 
1. This past Saturday, November 
8, 1975, Governor Dukakis signed 
the State Budget for Fiscal Year 
1976 as. submitted by the 
Legislature. 
2. Although written notification of 
the specific budget for 
Bridgewater State College has not 
yet been received, telephone 
notification indicates that the 
approved budget for the College 
• • 
• • i· SGA Senators ~ 
• • 
• • 





: by Mike M.;tcHardy : 
• •• 
•• • Cuts 
full-time personnel for fiscal 
reasons so long as the public 
colleges retain fiscal autonomy. 
5. It should be noted that in spite 
of considerable discussion of the 
matter, this budget does NOT 
make provision for the return of 
tuition money to the college. 
6. Inasmuch as we cannot an-
ticipate an appreciably improved 
budget for the next Fiscal Year 
(July 1, 1976 - June 30, 1977) -- in 
spite of cotinued known in-
• chosen a leader one of the-
Ed note: : New ~GA Student officers were mem bers. Hugh McKinnon.: 
In tal~ing with Dean Chicorelli : swo~n m by th~. Student Court seems ~o be the most outspoken: 
with regards to the memo • JustIce Russ Ablsla. . They are on the Issue at hand. _ 
from Dr. Rondileau, it was found: Dan Beksha - Jumo~ c~ass In his usually stimilating : 
that 30 vacancies already exist on • senator, Rosanne Mlcom - report, ,Pres. Ray Paposa spoket 
the Bridgewater campus (total: Senator-a.t-~arge and SGA on three student conferences to b~ 
faculty, staff and administration> • Secretary Tma Goodr~au. held outside the college. One, t~ 
over the past 12 month period.: A student commIttee ~.as be held this weekend (Nov. 14-16),-
Because of this setback in staff: formed 1as.t ~eek to look mto is. t~e Student Advisory Com-: 
the President had applied for a _ Faculty dismIssals .. Pres .. Ray. mlSSIon (SAC) Conference. Ire. 
Critical needs allocation from the: Raposa announced hIS nom~nees anyone has any questions con-: 
state. Basically this means that if : for the. 7. - person committee, cerning these conferences' they: 
the application is approved that • emphas!zmg t~at th~se people should get in touch. with:. one of. 
we will be able to hire in the areas : were pIcked ImpartIally, from their class senators, The class: 
that have people missing already • commuters and dortns resIdents, senators are your rep- resen~_ 
(no new personnel will be hired: at least one from each.clas~ and tatives and are quite accessible. : 
anywhere for the comming fiscal - that. the me~bers will ~ no~- Their names are listed in the_ 
will be $6,939,800, which" /'" 
represents a decrease of $528,877 I ~ 
from last year's expenditures of \)j ! If 
'II . 't" • partIson and mterested 1D thIs Student Union foyer on the rl'ght" year, nor WI any new POSI Ions • .. , • b t d) • matter, Also thIS commIttee IS wall. Also a schekule of Senate. 
eTchreaDe . f th I. comprised of both senators and subcomm ' can be fo"u' nd I'n' • 
e ean oresaw no 0 el' .
... t f h' h d t' • members of the Student Body, various places in the Student" $7,468,677. \ . I 
~ \....J'<,. \ f 
• 3. This is still an extremefy 
budget and we will have to cQn-
tinue to operate this year with 
great care and restraint, although 
fortunately we have been abe to 
purchase essential teaching 
supplies and equipment and to 
provide other minimum essenti.al 
services. 
~:;:s l~ ~o~d sgo ~g er ethucat~on : Al~hough this committee, as of Union includ.ing in the area of the: 
th $1aOO.oorIt ·t~wa.er ,0 e: than - this writing, hadn't formally SGA meeting room (3rd floor) -e . Ul IOn mcrease, me- '. '.' .. 
. --=.;;; ...... ;;::o;.iiI_.ill!m!'!'m ....e....:..~a te future. L.ooming ori • _. - •• • •• - _ •••• _ •••••• _ ••••• • - - _ •• - - - • _ •• - •••• ~. 
oriary' 'rncrease~ . in . in:ost 
: e~'Qenditures -- w:e" plan' .to 
stabilize our enrollment for next 
year at this year's level.-
I am most appreciative of your 
continued understanding and 
cooper~tjon'during this ex-
traordin;lrily difficult period, 
the ri~on though, is the 
possibilty of an 8% meal tax, 
which :could be added on t() all 
dorm students dining fee. 
,It is also important to 
remember that all figures 
regarding the budget have at this 
time only been reported over the 
telephone to' the President from 
Student 
Essay Contest 
Offe.~~ .$6,iJOo award$ 
Students in college or graduate 
school have an opportunity to .win 
. a top award of $2,500 cash plus 
,$2,500 research or travel grant in 
an essay' contestonwel£are 
, reform sponsoted by the Institute . 
for Socio- economic Studies. 
Leonard M. Greene, Institute 
president, said the award will be 
made for the best lO,oo-wotd 
paper on the subject "Income' 
Supplementation -- A Solution to 
America's Welfare Crisis." 
welfare programs, techniqu~s of 
'income supple- mentation, and 
how work incentives are affected 
.. by predent welfare policy and 
hoW, that .might ~ altered by 
adoption of an income sup:. 
plement. 
Boston. 4. As I have predicted to' you at 
various times over the past few Very Cordially, 
SJL 
A second prize of $1,000 cash 
and up to 10 consolation prizes of 
$100 each also will be awarded. 
The staff and trustees of the In-
The'research program of the 
non-profit foundation of White· 
Plains, N.Y. is focused on ex-
ploring possible reform of United 
States welfare policy. 
The Institute will have the 
option of publishing winning 
papers, Mr, Greene said. During 
1975, The Institute has published 
two monographs, "Great 
Britain's Tax Credit Income 
Supplement", incorporating a 
paper by the Rt. Hon. Lord 
Barber, T.D., and "Social 
We1f\l;e . Abroad", a com'-
parative study of the social in-
surance and public assistance 
programs of industrialized 
democracies throughout the 
world by Bette K. Fishbein, staff 
months, this budget will NOT 
make it necessary to release any . AdrIan Rondileau 
Summer Professional 
Traineeships 
. Deadline for entry of papers is 
March 1, 1976. The essay contest 
winners will receive their awards 
at a presentation ceremony in 
Wash- ington, D.C. early in May, 
1976. While in Washington, both 
the essay winner and runner-up 
. economist of the Insitute of 
Socioeconomic Studies. " 
Currently planned fot 
piblication is an analysis by. 
former U.S. RRE- presentative 
Martha W. Griffiths of Congress 1 
next major effort to de- velop 
welfare reform legislation. Undergraduate who will be 
juniors, graduating seniors, or 
begginning graduate students 
this summer, are invited to apply 
for the Summer Pre-
Professional Traineeships at the 
suburban Philadelphia branch of 
the Devereux Foundation, a 
,group of multidisciplinary 
residential and day care 
trea tment, thereapeutic 
education and rehabilitation 
centers. . Several. summer 
. ·traineeshipS'may be avail~ble at 
the treatment car-np in North 
Anson, Maine, and at other 
branchers and camps located in: 
Santa Barbara, Califormia; 
Victoria, Texas; Hot Springs, 
Arkansas; Scottsdale, Arizona; 
Hutland, Massachusetts; and 
Washington, Connecticut. A few 
continuing twelve-month 
traineeships may be offered to 
college graduates following the 
summer appointment. 
Traineeships for appointment 
as: Treatment Camp Counselor, 
psychiatric" Aide/Residence 
Counselor, or Research and 
Professional Aide, cover a fu11-
time period of training and ex-
perience, and are designed to' 
provide an orientation to 
multidisciplinary .. career op- citizens, unmarried, and at least will meet with ranking. members 
portuni . Hes •. forN/ork -with '21 years of age. Preferehce will of Congress in a symp symposium 
'emotionally disturbed and be given to applicants who plan to on welfare reform to be sponsored 
mentally handicapped children, attend graduate school and by the Institute for Socio-
adolescents and young adults presently seek a comprehensive economic Studies. 
presenting problems of learning training experience in supportive In announcing the cpmpetition,' 
d f I d· t t mental health services. an 0 persona a JUs men. Mr. Greene said its obJ'ective is 
d· th' f Information on the Summer Depen 109 upon elr unc- "to encourage America's 
tional role, most trainees will and year-round Pre-Professional students to think constructively 
have an opportunl'ty for ob Traineeships and applications are b t t bi d b 
- a ou "as pro ems cause y 
t· f' th t .. available from Dr. Henry Platt, serva IOn 0 on- e-spo CrISIS the failure of present U.S. 
. t t . d Director, The Devereux Foun-I n e r v e n Ion a n socioeconomic policy." 
It 'd' . I' t tm nt dation, Institute of Clinical mu 1 ISClP mary rea e Entrants' papers, he said, may 
t h · onferences Training, Devon, Pennsylvania ec mques, case c ~ give consideration to such topics 
The Institute reserves the right 
to cancel the first and secons 
prizes if, in the sole judgement 0: 
the judges, no suitable papers arl~ 
submitted. 
Registra tion forms and 
complete information about the . 
stqdent essay contest may be 
obtained by writing to Essa;J 
Contest Director, The Insti- tutn 
for Socioeconomic Studies, 
Airport Road, Wjite Plains, NY 
10604 
miliBil thBtao.J" a,nd social 19333, 1 t' f . t' g ~ as an ~va ua lOno e~ls m , 
rehabilitation. Other trainees will -t---------------------------...;..-.... -~'~--=------""! 
assist in the behind-the-scenes f> . 
activities of the Clinical Training 
Institute. Devereux is approved 
by the APA for doctoral in-
ternships in Clinical and in 
Counseling Psychology, The Earl 
D. Bond Branch of the Devereux 
Foundation has re~ived ac-
cfedi'tation'-as a P'sychiatric 
Facility for Children and 
Adolescents by the Joint Com-
mission on Accredita tion of 
Hospitals. 
Tax exempt training stipends 
of $2001275 per month (about $375-
$600 for the summer,) housing 
and meals, are offer-e~ to 
qualified applicants who are· U,S. 
"-, 
FINANCIAL AID INFOR~ATION 
The Financial Aid Office will be disbursing 1 sf semester 
monies beginning Monday, November 241 1975, Students who 
have been awarded Basic Grants, Suppiementat'Grants, and 
NdtionalDirect Student Loans should make appointments in the 
,Financial Aid Office during the week of November 17th-21st. 
Loan 'recipients must bring their promissory notes with them 
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All in a Day's Work 
by MtlUra Curley Bostdorl 
and Daniel B ostdorf 
After reading the newspapers a lot, I've come to a final conclusion. The 
averment isn't by the people , for the people and of the people 
nymore.It now is by the politicians , for the politicians and of the 
oliticians. 
Peter Co~nor 6th grade, 
Harris ~ Pollard School 
Needham 
The above letter appeared in the morning edition of the Nov. 11th issue 
of the Boston Globe;By noontime action was already being taken. 
We were strolling in Boston near Goverment center, enjoying the 
bright noontime sun, and the peaceful tranquility that beset the area. 
Nov. 11th was Veteran's day and state workers could not be seen. Sud-
denly , a piece of partially shredded paper hit one of us in the eyewith· 
incredible velocity. We were'naturally taken back and sought to find thEl 
nature of our assailant. We turned toward the Federal Building (federal 
workers were working Nov. 11th) and saw an open window. Baffled, we 
sat on the curb and unravelled the shredded paper which was rather hot. 
This is what we pieced together. 
INTERDEPARTMENTAL NOTE: 
FROM: Director of Intelligence Gathering Operation 
To: FBI Laison Agent Chiefs 
CIA Laisons agent chiefs 
RE: recent letter to the editor of the Boston Globe by punk kid Conner , 
Harris Pollard School Needham, Massachusetts 
Under guidlines prescribed by 1953 Security Technique handbook, 
investigation has revealed the following information on the student 
Conner. 
1. He has disruptive tendencies since 1970: refused to fight when older 
boy stole his candy. . 
Dec. 1970 asked for art supplies for Christmas gift rather than GI Joe 
military kit. . 
1971-1973: activily participated in school ecology program advocating 
massive involvement of students in cleaning hallway lockers and 
schoolyard. 
NOTE: has old McGovern bumper sticker on his bike.! 
IMPORTANT : owns RED wagon - transports newspapers of 
questionable content. h~s been meeting secretly in newly formed 
treehouse with local comrades. Advocates girls joining little league and 
other contact sports. 
Recently acquired unusally large lunch .box (also colored red!) 
RECCOMENDATIONS - investigate personal financial reserves- check 
for hidden piggybank in closet 
check lunch box for secret panel - believed to be possessor of hollow 
tootsies pops! 
* make red wagon inoperable' 
... dislocate eyeglasses " 
'" allienate classmates through nasty rumor. 
... B&E <break and enter) treehouse'Investigate and leave bugs. 
P .S. Forward all info. to San Clemente. 
Who is this lDan? 
This handsome devil, (better 
known to most of us here at BSC 
as Dr. Dan Diethelm) was he 
subject of last week's, continuing 
series on the Office of Student 
Affairs. : 
Unfortunaely, no pIcture COUIO, 
be found of the good Doctor last, 
week, so we sent our COMMENT 
photographer out after him for 
this week. 
Notice the shifty eyes, the 
smirking grin, the bearded chin. . ,. 
Dr. Dan's proper title Is' the"~ '" 
Director of Counceling of the f', ;\ 
DiviSion of Student Affairs, and .. 
you can find him in his office by 
the stairs across from Student 
Affairs in Boyden Hall. 
-, Dr. Dan· this is really you!!!! 




·-.-sign up in S. C .. E. C. office by 
., Nov. 20 if interested. 






Ed note: BSC Students nan 
register for the "F AST" in Tilly 
Dining Hall on Thursday 
November 20th. Please help. 
No one pretends that going 
without food for one day will 
make a dent in world hunger, but 
Oxfam'-America the in-
tern~'O.fl·al ag.eacy sponsoring 
"Fast For A World Harvest" on 
Thursday, November 20th, says, 
"the fact that there is little we can 
do is no reason for not doing what 
little we can." Last November 
an estimated 200,000 Americans 
took part in Oxfam's nationwide 
24-hour fast. This year, people in 
the U.S. concerned about growing 
food shortages in poor countries 
will be joined by concerned 
Canadians. Coming a week 
before Thanksgiving in the U.S., 
and shortly after Canada's 
Thanksgiving, the continental 
"Fast For a World Harvest" 
marks a first in ·cooperative ef-
by North Americans to fight 
world hUlnger. 
~ The dollars not spent for food 
November 20th will go to Oxfam 
projeets t'O>kelp sma)(.farmers in 
Asia, Africa and Latin America. ! 
-Need a' room?· 
Fasting 
for a Future 
Such development programs· a;:, 
wa ter storage, better seeds and 
improved livestock management 
will help to grow more food. in 
famine area~. Colleges, 
churches and com~unity groups, 
'as well as individuals, are 
organizing both to fast and to 
direct local and national attention 
to the growing inequities of world-
wide food distribution. Coffee, 
tea, fruit juice or broth may be 
taken during the 24-hour hunger 
Qeriod. ParticiQants are asked to 
calculate the' cost of the food 
which they would ordinarily 
consume in the same period and 
send the equivalent to Oxfam. 
Anthony Lewis, the New York 
Times columnist, has said that he 
lilres 0xfam- AmericJ's "mOlest, 
immechate answer" for the many 
Americans who· want to do 
something about world hunger 
but feel that'inthe face of such a 
large~ scale problem, what dif-
ference can one person or one 
fami~y m~~e?" Among whose 
who tasted last year was a small 
boy, who sent $3.00 saved from his 
50¢ a week allowance, and who 
signed himself "someone who 
also cares." One woman wrote, 
"What a luxury to be able to' 
. schedule our times of scarcity." 
A New York executive invited his 
staff to "join me for no lunch." A 
college student wrote, "I decid~d 
that as long as I was going to fast, 
I might as well not eat steak and 
lobster as not eat diluted beef 
stew. " He sent a check for the 
cost of the steak and lobster. 
"Fast For a World Harvest" is 
designed to prove that one person, 
one day, CAN make a difference. 
More information about the "Fast 
For a 'WorldHarvest" and about 
the on-going programs of Oxfam-
America may be obtained by 
writing: Oxfam-America, 302 
Columgus Avenue, Boston, Mass. 
02116, or by calling (617) 247-3304: 
Also by contacting Fr. Jack 
'Hamrock or Rev. Richard Huf-
fines 
Miss Fitzgerald 
by Elaine Zollo 
Miss . Maureen Fitzgerald, 
Director of Residence Halls, has 
)ne of the tougher jobs on this 
mmpus; being in charge of what 
goes on in the dorms is a massive 
task. Miss Fitzgerald was a·, 
1968 graduate of Bryant College: 
where she received her BS in· 
education. For the next 3 years 
she taught in high school. Then 
she came to Bridgewater State 
where she obtained her masters 
and at the same time was a 
Resident Assistant; two years of 
high school teaching followed 
this. In'1974 she was named Head 
of Women's Residence Halls at 
BSC and in 1975 she was named 
Director of all Residence Hall. 
.1" runni.n g. smoothly within the . ) dorms. The residence hall executive officers wock e1-
. . fectively.· I feel I have reached 
many students through persona] 
contact with students through the 
residence halls. Great Hill, 
through its leaders, RA's, ami 
officers, has had much ac-
complished this year." MisS 
Fitzgerald has set a goal of get-
ting students within the dorms to 
improve them through their 
skills. She feels that BSC has 
established itself in education and' 
liberal arts. She would like to see 
"a few more dorms in the future". 
Remaining in contact with 
Bridgewater since her 
graduation, Miss Fitzgerald 
. heard about the open position of 
Head of Women's Residence 
Halls. She sent in her application 
and also liad an interview with 
President Rondileau. A few 
weeks later she received a phone 
call from President Rondileau 
informing her about her ac-
ceptance for this job. What 
actually does the Director of 
Residence Halls do? She's in 
touch with all the happenings 
.in the dorms. All the. head 
ref)idents report to her daily about 
the funCtIons and the conctitons in 
. the dorms. She works with the 
RA's and dorm officers for the 
safety and welfare of the 
students. Any major repairs to 
the dorms are done throul!h hpr . 
Miss Fitz.gerald is-often seen up at 
Great HIll for 'a friendly visit. 
When asked about what con-
tr~butions she made to BSC, Miss 
F~tz~erald responded, "I feel 
w~thm the year rve been here I've' 
established a good rapport with 
the head residents, the students 
maintainence, and the generai 
administration. Everything is 
"The dorms have a good overall 
condition through the cooperation 
of the stUdents. A few major 
repairs have to be mad~ and they 
will get done." When asked 
about 'The Hill', Miss Fitzgerald 
commented, "I feel this year it's 
by far superior than the past, 
through the leadership of student 
officers and RA's and the 
cooperation of the students up 
there. " Miss Fitzgerald would 
like to see Great Hill go co-ed. 
"Instead of apathy I've seen 
together- ness and constructive 
work which are steps in the right 
direction." Miss Fitzgerald's 
position of Director fo Residence 
Halls is fairly new to ~ her, even 
thGugh she::; had, pa~t expetiellce I 
in BSC dorms. I think thus far she ' . 
has done a great job within the 
dorms and hopefully it will 
continue this way . 
••••••••••• ! ••••••••••••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
. Find out more about Media at BSe \ 
~t . Q!nUtltttttt 
WBl·M & 
HARDTIMES 
December ~, 11 :00 am. 
in rooms S.U. 205, 206, 207 
Coffee and Do-n~ts 
. OPI:f\JHOUSE, .Come,TalkE 't . d .. 
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by K~v1n Ferry 
THE PROBLEM DRINKERS 
OF TODAY COULD BE THE 
ALCOHOLICS OF TOMORROW. 
Too often in our society we deal 
with problems in absolutes. When 
the muffler falls off I'll get a new 
muffler. When I get into serious 
trouble with my drinking I'll go 
for help. The muffler started 
rattling months ago, warning 
signs tha t I have a drink - ing 
problem started months ago but 
((maybe if I ignore it, it will get 
better. " As long as I can get 
along from day to day without a 
hassle why change? "When 
things get bad enough I'll do 
something about the prob- lem, 
but for now, "Give me another of 
the same." And so on. our soci-
ety is not geared toward repair 
but rather towards replacement 
or total rehabilitation as the first 
step towards change. 
All classifications of problem 
and non-problem drinking is on a 
con- tinum. At one end of the 
scale -is minimal drinking followed 
by occassion- al drinking with 
psychological addiction and 
compulsive drinking at the oth- er 
end. Difficult, if not impossible to 
decide is where acceptable and a-
ppropriate drinking patterns and 
and alcoholism begins. To make 
a com- parison, the heart patient 
d'oes not develop a heart con-
di tion overnight. Years of gradual 
deterioration have brought about 
the heart a ttack or oth- er com-
plication requiring medical at-
tention. Hypertension, diet, 
strain, lack of activity all were 
contributing factors that result in 
the one con- dition. The same 
goes for alcoholism. One does not 
become alcoholic 0- vernight 
. either. Months and/or years of 
abusive drinking coupled with psy-
chological, sociological, and 
physiological factors have 
assisted in the alcoholism 
problem. In both situations, 
perhaps early detection of the 
warning signs by the individual 
could have lead to avoidanc~ vi 
these ser- ious complications of 
the body and the mind. The types 
of heart conditions are as 
numerous as the heart patients. 
Although there are typical con-
di tions, the peculiar aspects of 
each client is a real ity. Some 
heart patients need only to watch 
their diet and activities while 
others need chemotherapy and 
stm others need constant medical 
attention. Alcoholics in the same 
way are individual in the ways 
alcohol has affected them. There 
is not one type of alcoholic, no 
specific warning signs that are al-
ways there. Br.i.efly, there are 
some of the so-called warning 
Briefly, there are some of the 
usual so-called warnong signs. 
Losing time from work, drinking 
in the morning, not eating 
properly, etc.. You are a student 
and do not work all summer. You 
party late at night and sleep till 
noon. What then? Can you still be 
on the road to alcoholism. I think 
yes. How then can you tell? 
Allen F. Williams, Ph.d., 
Alcoholism Research Analyst for 
the Massa- chusetts Division of 
Alcoholism did a study on Self 
Concepts of College Pro- blem 
Drinkers in 1965. Dr. Williams 
was interested in studying some 
of the attitudes individuals held 
about themselves while 
developing into alco- holies. He 
used a New England men's 
college as his study group using 
four fraternities; two known for 
their heavy drinking. His method 
consisted of two questionaires, 
one dealing with the diagnosis of 
problem drinking and the other 
'dealing with self-concepts. The 
r~su1ts were quite ,interesting. 
problems drinkers were 
characterized by such traits as 
A. delicious Sirloin Steak 
plus 
golden brown French Fries 
plus 
1 frosty pitcher of beer 
plus 
all the salad you want 'to make. " 
Student Suicide Stalks 
Nation's Campuses 
particularism - soft hearted; by Cynthia Crossen 
affectivity - impatient, impulsive If a person should ever feel a 
while at the same time were also whole life of possibilities 
characterized by such adjectives streching befor him, it is during 
as cynical, fault- finding and his days as a college student. For 
sarcastic. The contrast is also many students, college days are 
typically found in alcoholics, the a time of independence and 
study reports. This is not to say freedom un - like any before or 
tha t these characteristics make afteer, and the college degree, 
one an alcoholic. They only while no longer a promise of 
suggest that these traits may very success, still means a good 
weJI be predisposing factors in the chance of it. ' 
development of an alcoholism But every year, at least 250 
problem. HOW DOES ALL THIS students find college life or life in 
RELATETO YOU? What is your general so intolerable that they 
self-concept? Look at yourself. take their own lives. At least 750 
Think about some of the reasons others try. And the rateof 
why you drink. Can you put your students suicides, the second 
finger on the reasons why? If you largest killer of students, 
can't you should learn to, and if hasincreased sharply during the 
you think you can are they the past decade and a half. 
real reasons? Following is a list One Colorado psychiatrist 
of questions about drink- ing believes the suicide rate 
patterns. There are no right and correlates with events on 
wrong answers. but only ideas to campus, and the quieter the 
use for inrospection. Think about campus is , the worse. "When 
them. the campus is quiet -- people less 
1.) Will the number of drinks involved in external causes-- you 
you have depend on your wallet, become more introspective, 
the people you're drinking with or more involved in taking a look at 
a timit you set for yourself? yourself," he explained. 
2.) Drinking situations; Who Other psychologists and social 
decides them for you? workers find reasons for suicide 
3.) How many times can you which' exist on every campus 
say no to someone offer.ing you a every day. The director of the 
drink? Mental Health Center at Iowa 
4.) What is your reaction when State University blamed student 
someone says they don't drink? suicides in part on the inherent" 
5.) What do you like about the lonelinesss of big campuses. "The 
effec!s of alcohol? What do you ' university student population is a 
expeCt alcohol to do for you? higher' risk group (than average) 
Again, know yourself .. Be in "he said~ "A large university can 
control of your behavior. tend to be pretty imperssonal. 
sensitive to peer pressure, the You can be isolated emotionally 
effects of many chemicals on your in the very midst of it., 
body. If you suspect . that A doctor . at the Harvard 
problems are approaching do University Health Service noticed 
something about it. You can only that students often become 
see 1/8 of an iceberg, the rest is depressed throughout their' last 
hidden. Everyone is vulnerable, year of college because they 
foresight can cushon the shock. haven't decided what they want to 
do after graduation. The same 
doctor also blamed modern 
society's approval of impulsive 
acts, the "buy now and pay later" 
mentality, for students suicides. 
Phylis Miller, a staff person 
at the Iowa State University 
everyone IS also ClaSS vaJedic-
torian and president of the 
student council. They find out 
'they're just normal ." 
. A spokeswoman for the 
Center for Studies of Suicide 
Prevention agrees that "identity 
is among the basic causes of 
suicide among college in-
dividuals. The stud~nt is often 
away from home for the first 
time, faces new· and difficult 
academic challenges and is 
thrust into a social whirl he 
never experienced in high 
school" she explained. 
The person who commits 
suicide is never readily iden-
tifiable beforehand. Statistically, 
most women try but more men 
succeed, colleg studellts are 
more likely to commit suicide 
than their non-college peers, and 
suicidal students usually ge good 
grades but never feel quite 
secure about them. After that , 
there are oIlly individual cases of 
marital or dating problems, 
loneliness, guilt because of 
college rebelliousness and the 
necessity to adjust to a whole 
new community. 
To deal with potential student 
sucides, many communities and 
colleges have organized 
prevention centers with around-
the -clock phone counsellors. 
But as Newsweek magazine 
pointed out there has· been no 
"demonstrable success 
anywhere in the loweering the 
suicide rate." Most psycologists 
attribute· this to. the fact that 
peo;ple who have already 
decided to· commit suiCide would 
not dial prevention centers. 
BuLanother explaination may 
be possible in light of a new at-
titude toward suicides. A coun-
sellor at a suicide prevention 
center in Iowa said thejr policy 
was not "to talk people out of 
sucide . People have the right to 
·life or non-life. If it helps them to 
have someone to talk to , then 
'that's what we're here for." 
counselling, believes that suicidal Suicide may be a special 
tendencies become more. problem because it is often the 
pronounced at certain times of first time students have to be 
year. "Depre1?sion winter quarter realistic about their futures. 
is epidemic ," she said, " "College is a ruthless gardener, " 
especially after Christmas until "a social worker at UCLA said. 
the end of February." "When a student realizes that his 
And depression seems to hit the dream may not bear fruit, thaat 
freshman class harder than he can't be a great writer , 
others, lawyer, doctoe or accomplish 
Miller said, because of academic great socialchange, then ther is a 
pressures. "They come here after sudden sense of failure, a 
having been at the top of their stressful fear of disappointing 
class. only to find out that one's parents." 
~------------------------------------------------~ ~ 
Steak, pitcher of beer and more.' Now only $3.95. 
There will be a staff meeting of The 
New Hard Times Press publications on 
Tuesday,November 18th at lla.m. in the 
lobby of Horace Mann Auditorium,. 
Boyden Hall to discuss future plans for· 
our hi~weekly tabloidpublication,The 
Harder Times. All interested are cord· 
:ially invited to attend. 
. Sunday through Thursday, with this ad 
Coc'ktails, wine and beer ava~lable. BSC 
Newton 
1114 Beacon St. 
(617) 964-2029 
Lawrence 
75 Winthrop Ave. 
(617) 683-1631 
Peabody 
15 Newbury st.; N 
, Routes 1 & 128 N 
Randol:ph (6:1.7) 535-0414 493 'H1gh St. ' 
(6"17) 986-LJ.810providence 
1940 Pawtucket Ave. 
Routes 44 0: lA (401) 434-'6040 
~HURCH MINISTRY TODAY 
Wha.t are the options that young 
people have today who are in-
terested in a career in Church 
work? Are there careers other 
than the parish priest or minister, 
or religious sister or ? Is there a 
growing interest for women in 
ministry?These are some 
questions that are being asked 
Jately.It is amazing bow .the 
answer to these questions have 
shanged in the last five years. 
On Monday , Nov. 17th there 
will be a. team of representatives 
from different churches and 
religious· orders who will be 
available at a table in front of the 
boOkstore in the 'Student Union 
from 10!OO a.m. to 3p.m. to an-
swer questions or give in.-







6 The Comment Novef!lber 13, 1975 
CLISSIFIBDS roommate needed To share apartment with junior art major transfer. Quiet area 
about 1 mile from campus. 
your business affairs, for -the Charmayne _ Okay, Okay. I've 
world is full of trickery .. Bu.t let quit! Are you satisfied? The Star 
this not blind you to what VIrtue' . _. 
there is; many persons striv~ f?r -' -...._, 
high ideals and everywhere life IS To My H-OII ~oil. You _ cant 
full of heroism. A concerned exp~ct to buzz till 3 and wake up 
friend feelmg Happy and free; All. 
-----.. --......... -~-------... - ....... --- _ $100.00 a month. Write or see 
Flash... Local coed thrown from 
horse at West Gate Mall. Ne:ct _ 
time remember to put your feet m 
the stirrups! Ma and Dad 
alternative instead WQuld be to 
take to bed, a little bit earlier than,. 
-for sale 
68 Dodge Dart; 6 cylinder, new 
tires and snows; Excellent 
condition- $1200. Call 326-3669 
after 4: 30 MWF, Tues. and Thurs. 
all day. 
9 yr. old Registered Quarter horse 
mare. Good pleasure horse for 
intermediate rider. Call 697-2295. 
Dodge Dart ·68 auto; rand h ne,~ 
tires and snows, clean all around -
good condition $895. Call 326-0595. 
'64 Impala Chevy; 6 cyl., 4 door, r 
and h" - good tires and snows - runs 
good - $100 or b.o. Gall 326-0595. 
Beforeyou buy a CAR STEREO 
SYSTEM ... call Brian, 583-4038.' 
2 fourply B.F. Goodrich Silver-
tones, size 7.10 by 15. Price $25.00 
for pair. Contact rm. 526; Durgen 
ext. 396. 
1969 Dodge polara sedan; power 
steering-air cond., we!1 serviced. 
$950. Call evenings 925-2067. 
Norelco sun lamp and am-
bassador bake and broil small 
oven. Call Susan, 697-2906. 
personals 
College students who would be 
willing to donate an hour. or two of 
their time and know lege on 
Sundays _ to work with a church 
. youth group. I am looking for 
students who would like to teach. 
the youth sports, crafts, or music. Michael at 26 Meadow Lane Apt. 
I f interested, contact Beth, at 68 Ull-Waterford Vollag~ Ap-
Bedford St.; Bridgewater. tel. partments, B'water. 
697-7443. 
jobs 
Practical-experience; $50 wkly; 
Position available (could live in); 
At specialized group foster home 
_ servtcing:' 
teacher prep 
Copies of the 1976 ASCUS 
ANNUAL containing articles on 
topics such as "Pre- pariI)gFor 
and Getting That Teaching Job", -
"What Superintendest Consider 
Impprtant in Hiting" and "What 
Kind '61' Person Are We Looking 
For" are available free to 
students entering teaching and 
may be picked up now at the 
Office of Teacher Preparation 
and Placement. 
ride/riders 
From S/W Brockton to BSC; M 
and F 8:00 to 1:00, W, 8:00-3:00, 
T,Th, 12-2. Will share gas ex-
penses. Call Linda at l)87-1512. 
early childhood ed 
The -Early Childhood Learning 
Center, Pope Hall has a limited· 
number of openings for children 3-
5 yrs. Educational Program- Hot 
Lunch - Reduced tuition for 
students _ - Equal Opportunity 
Program - Contct Director at 697-
83~1, ext. 406. 
S.C.E.C. 
personals 
C.N. - I love you more today than 
yesterday but only half as much 
as tomorrow. I only wish 1 didn't 
have to worship you from afar. 
Your mysterious letter writer. 
Sharon: I'm sorry you were so 
P.O.'ed the other night because I 
was 'P.O:ing, but I didn't want to 
end up playing leapfrog with the 
washing machine and end up with 
my knee all P.O.'ed. Have a nice 
weekend, and if you don't have an 
IDC, I won't - PUDS . 
To My Bartender: Do you wanna 
dance? Friday night at the RAT- . 
a slow one! Or are you working? . 
(Hope noL') Lois 
Dr Hack: 
A true scum mind! Thanks for 
being you, "ir'atchit, tJ:!l-11teys are 
all over the· place. Can you hustle 
and pIa V. B. at the same time? 
Do you like cli~bing tocks. 
Room 48. Wood:· Boy. are you guys 
ROWDIE! Remember, it's open 
Turkey season and the pilgrims 
are out to kill! Are crew-cuts in! 
Niia, Beenie's? - from Wood. The 
Hill didn't appreciate your visit 
Tues. night at 2 a.m.; If you want 
to be jerks - stay down lower. 3rd, 
4th, 5th floors 
Ann: "Enjoy your achievements 
as well as your plans. Keep in-
terested in your own career, 
however humble; - it is a real 
posEes~ion in th~ changing for-
tunes of t!me. Exercise caution in 
Proverb: A week without a 




Marie Podesta: Two, foursiXt~ 
wight, is your boyfriend really·-
straight? 
Karen Flemming: You'll always 
be my Ginger Rogers. 
Fred Astaire. P.S. like 
Watch dog to protect the third' 
floor rats of Scott Hall from the 
Notorious CATS! Signed, Rat 
pockets 
To the Staff of the Eastwing, Fifth 
Pack 
To the madam: You are #1 and 
always will be. May you be 
successful in all you're encouters. 
"Do the Hustle". your Fans 
To My Roomies: Thank you for 
all of the advice on last weekend; 
I needed it. But musical beds isn't 
my_ act, talk to the saga food 
product about that! You 
chooches! Luv, Munchkin 
To the "honey" in Wood 51: 
Where's your Ennis? What's his 
name and where are you going all 
messedup' - you're not doing the 
laundry again! Watch it cutie! 
Your Idol 
. B.L. - No, yopr new hair style 
doesn't make you look like S.B. 
. There are many differences-
between you .. You are tolerable. 
The Star 
To Click in #51.Wood: Better be a 
- good girl or you're gonna get it. 
We'll steal all your cama~a 
equipment. Try the nerf balls, 
you may wip "THE PERFECT 
SAT. AWARD! 
To the Fonz in Pope: (317) Ex-
cellent1 R-O-W-D-I-E!!! Aplus 
for Gloucester! .. 
Chris, W.T."J.C. :-:PARTY-.Now 
we gotta do the Hustle!! There's 
a loose rowdy, munchkin running 
arQund down in Wood! NationaL 
What Week! 
floor: Thank you forl?eing _ 
patient and uqderstanding with_ 
me. Especially The Info. and/or 
complaints, IdenJity -Crisis 
Center, have an arguement, Pial-
a-Date and Rent-a-Friend. I can't 
wait until you open you ICICU.---' . 
Your Most Constant Patient 
Barb: Thanx for helping me thru 
a bad -time - I appreciated your 
patience and advice. You're 
aUright kid; my closet 
(LC.LC.U')will always be open to. 
you. We'll make itto the Ground 
Round yet. As Always, Your 
Roomy 
To Rooms 517 to 521 at the Hill: 
Can you girls keep if down, I've 
got an eight o'clock class 
tomorrow and I'm trying to 
study! ! Sincerely, The Blue 
Room 
Carla P. - We want ac~rt wheel; . 
Yeah Grace. Love-You Anyway,:" 
Jim and-Jim 
----~.,,------~~. 
Dear "OH OH Birds": What's the 
confusion about Mustached 
Cutie: Did he get lost in your 
collection? You should contact 
Lost and Found at-Katie's. 
Mustache Cutie's -Alter Egg - . 
.. AngeIa.:"Alappy.:J9thl ~Iiave:'a . 
'great day' and muchgood times . 
Doyourealize we're almost half-
way to 40? Bonne Ann:iversaire! 
Mlle. N. 
ELECTIONS FOR A FRESHMAN 
Barry C. - Heard about your 
gift from Florida. Now your room 
has to'" big nuts in it. The Star 
Whew, the moon is in the sky and 
the rat Pack of Scott are getting 
high; That, is the· time we will 
jump to the task of destroying the 
CAT Mask. Signed, Rat pack REPRESENTATIVE NOVEMBER 24· 
-sign up in S.C, .E.C. off~ --'e by Nov.20 if interested. 
Dr Hec - Thanx for the "USE" of 
y.QYr''';l~.t~t!C talents - couldn't 
have done it without you _ 
To-" the CATS: Our game is 
cheeze; We feel that you are all 
- sleeze. Reveal yourself and let us 
. know 'who you are. Signed,Rat 
-must be. a freshman campus or national member. R.M. - You're so warm and 
cuddley. And I like you because 
you're that way. A ;Stuffed Bear 
Pack -
Ones-been- married, two's on the 
way, please don't fret my kitten, 
we'll soon be ONE someday. OutWArd Bou.nd, Jllz weel{s .. 
ofbecominfl you.rself. Lil{e it or not. 
"/ was prepared forthe body part of the Outward 
Bound trip, but I sure was surprised at H'hat it 
did/or my head." 
"I guess, hl a sense, Outlt'ard Bound has taught 
nze that 1 am rne. A person with limits andlears 
andfnlstrations that can be overcome by myself, 
. and with help troln other people." 
liThe bruises and the blisters and the aches were 
all worth it. So far, Outward Bound has been 




Year-round wilderness courses- standard 3 'l1 
weeks or 5 to 15 days. Spring, summer, fall, 
winter (interim term). Men, women, co-ed. 
Minimum age 16Y2. Partial scholarships . 
available. 
Schools in Maine, North Carolina, Colorado, 
Minnesota, Oregon, New Mexico, and at 
Dartmouth College, 
For information, write: Outward Bound, Inc., 165 W. Putnam Avenue, Greenwich, Ct. 06830. Phone (203) 661-0797. 
'N.me ___ -'---_~------_ ACe ____ S&hooJ ______ ---,-____________ _ 
tl'1o,,,,Pnnrl 
Street _~ __ _ Cityc-_.-::-__ ~------'---_---_se4U------_-Zip- _' ___ _ 
The Wiz ard: Sorry to hear about 
the warnings - time to hit those 
books - I'm going to miss you-
Toto 
Roses are red, Violets are blue; . 
To all Trisha's friends, I love you. _ 
Flo- What's with the horn - You're 
not Italian. Oh yeah, that's 
right, you're horny as hell. 
To my Rat· (I hope): "There's a 
~and of love and laughte_r waiting 
Just ar..ound the bend... and the 
. 'fhe convenience 
of a checkin!! account-
earn interest 
like a savings account. 
~me in and inquire 
about our NOW account~ 
B~GEWATER d~BANK 
, IHCOft"OftATEO 1872 
. Mon. • TlIca. - Wed .• Frid. 
-? A.M. to 3 P.M. -
" 
only way to get there is to travel 
with a friend. A 'tiff' can happen 
anywhere... even friends can 
have a spat... but when quarrels 
arise in friendshipland they're 
ever just like that!" 
HDon't worry baby": -
Whether it's 3, 4, 8 "off the wall", 
or even unsaid, it's always there 
and it's as deep as 1 4 3 .... it's just 
. in another form. O.K.? 
'to· t!ano for the 16th of 
November... Happy An-
niversary!!!! May we have 
many more happy times 
together ... I love you 
sweetheart. ... Peg Leg 
Happy Birthday to the two 
most beautiful girls on campus 
To Linda: You're officially a 
woman 




Good news! Third floor. Tilly 
has just installed a T.V. and 
heater in your private stall. 
Reservations are now being 
accepted. 
To the Turkey in 419 G.H. 
What do you say!! Party city! 
All you do is cause trouble, gotta 
have-a'party! Love those rugby 
shirts! Munchkin - p.S. y~>ur 
health science partner 
To the varsity field hockey 
team . 
Best of luck at the regionals, 
we're right with you - get some 
berries! the Quad 
Captain Maevel, 
Did you really fly up Mount 
Monadnok? Wanna afro? Thanks' 
for being a big brother. Your 
Mansfield t-shirt should be 
bronzed and displayed in the 
weight room! Luv, you know who 
Byron: Please control yourself 
while Laurie is in Psyche. Stop 
turning out the cubicle lights. I 
can't see you but I can hear your 
heavybreathing. Love and Hugs. 
. Joanna 
John.D. ,...I,was happy to see you 
Friday night. Hope we can have a 
better relationship this time. 
Maryanne 
To the "Ratman": You're alright 
for being a "Erney frog". XO 
To the goat, or Saga food 
prOduct, 
Thanks for being our leader on 
our excursion to Monadnok "We 
shoulda takin a bus ... !". 
To the Bean Holy Turkey Robm; 
What's your drift? 
Keep snHling the good times have 
just begun. Remember our cheap 
thrills.- . 
,Piglet. 
Priscilla: Always remember the 
pledge of Allegiance. Explain to 
them that you were born in 
Georgia! Mmmmmmm. A 
Fbend 
, 
To C.E.D. - Your the greatest. 
Thanks for the encouragement. I 
love you. SCC .' 
E.C.- Rumor has it that you were 
seen cruising the fenway last 
weekend. We always knew you 
had iUn you. A Friend 
To"lhe'ALegi'si~ture and the 
Judiciary people in my car Po()1 -
. Please hold your arguments! 
R(>.member nothing is obtained by 
shouting but a sore throat! 
Signed, The Judge 
To the true turkeys who occupy 
rm. 47 Wood, 
YO\J,.aJ:e.true Monadnok queens -
ft's· great Jo have big sisters!' 
Hustle city! Munchkin. 
CH #13 JV: The last name is 
Monahan. WT 
. ,. ,4'-:! + :-
ro My New "SweetieHeart" not 
Brian's Hugs, Kevin's eyes, 
Steve's feather, not Blondies' 
r.LA, Droolies' stare, John's 
beard, and Mickies mustache can 
::ompare with that bello you give 
me each morning. Love and 
hugs, "Your Foller Angel" P .S. 
Does that couch shake? 
Dear OH OH Birdl 
I.r~ll.~hJ..Qak foward to our 12:00 
walk to Boyden. . I hope Donna 
doesn't catch on. Meet you in the 
bushes. Love Steve 
Gidget: I love you like no other 
can. So won't you please realize 
that I'm your man? J~~t you're 
me 
Donna, . M.C.A.E. when will you 
tell John S. that his fan club is 
waiting to greet him? I jusrwant 
ARISE! 
to run my finger through his 
beard. Can you tell that I got a 
big red II on my last exam. Love 
.'oanna and Birds 
Who says you have to do it in 
order of age? Do we? Let's 
prove their wrong and do .it in 
April? Love, Tennan's· Aunt 
Thank you for Sunday. I had a, 
super time. How woulg. you like to 
be my own personal usher? I love 
you! Davfup's Aunt 
Happy 18th Birthday to Mary D.; 
sometime this week! Sorry about 
the misunder- standing. Sophs K 
and D 
Rosie - Thanks for joining us last 
week. Love those red socks! 
PAARTY! The hill gang 
Duck: By now every thin's over. 
Congratulations on you season! 
Mary: Happy 18th! About time 
isn't it?! V-ball gang 
Anne B. - Well .; it's all over. 
Thanks for everything you've put 
up with from us. Most of all -
Thanks for being you! It was fun! 
Your V-ball Fans 
S2 - Thanks for the honesty, 
caring and most of all - being 
there! C.P. 
M;ary D. - How's the h~ad?!! 
Puf..fIl~·N~t.party. you PAARTY! 
WT AND JC - You thrQw a great 
party! When's the next one?! 
Dr. Heck - Nice tactkie last week; 
the Pa triots could use you! Ha ! 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! Everyone 
wishes you a great, super year 
filled with lots 'a love and happy 
times. Yours Always - 4IHENRY, 
HENRIETTA, THE COUSINS, 
HERBY, AND THE TWINS" .. 
HAPPY 18th BIRTHDAY 
PETEIE. I'd love to buy you 
something extravagant, but I 
decided a Candy Apple was 
better; For I know you have a 
sweet tooth. Love you always, 
Tuzie 
. D~n~~'Kane .~ Congratulations. 
You really deserve it. We're all 
proud of you. The Star 
students, faculty 
s.ki down to the 
S· kQ ',.. ",. Q '. . ~~~k 
20~ off skis, boots, poles, bindings, 
clothes with SSC 1·.0. 
Monday Nov., 17 
Monday Dec., 8 
rt. 18 East Bridgewater 
378-3060 
Master 'Charge, Bank 
Ameri·card, layaways 
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Dear Mustached Cuties: Alter 
Ego, When are we going to attack 
J.S. and show him all of the 
"tricks" . Katie taught us? yOU:re 
right I was in need but I got my 
spare back. Love Oh Oh Birds 
To the football player (l think #25) 
who spent a 1/2 hour buying a card 
in the Book Store. I think you are 
the· rtl'Ostgorgeous male God ever 
put on this earth. A Secret Ad: 
mirer. P.S. Pleaset Sit on th(: 
S.U. stairs more often 
scholarship 
The National Space Club· 
(NSC) has requested FASST, a 
nationwide, non-profit, student 
organization, to assist in the 
awarding of a $2,000 scholarship 
for academic year 1976-77. 
Presented in memory of Dr. 
Robert H. Goddard, America's 
rocket pioneer, the award is given 
to stimulate the interest of 
talented students in the op-
portunity to advance scientific 
knowledge through space 
research and exploration. The 
1976 Award Winner will be in-
troduced to the Nations' leaders 
in science, government, and 
industry at t~e. Goddard 
M~II,l.odal Dinner:·, to be held 
March 12, 1976, in Washington, 
D.C . 
. Eligibility requirements call 
for the student to be in at least th~ 
junior year of an accredited 
university, a!ld have the intention 
of pursuing .undergraduate or 
graduate studies in science or 
engineering during the interval of 
the scholarship. Also, the ap-
plicant must be a U.S. citizen. 
Selectionof the recipient will be 
made by the NSC Committee on 
Scholarships based on the 
following: 
a~ official transcript of college 
record; 
b. letters of recommendation 
from faculty; 
c. accomplishI1,l,ents demon-
strating·· personal qualities of 
creativity and leadership; 
d. ~holastic plans that would 
lead to future participation in 
some phase of the aerospace. 
sciences and technology; . 
e. personal need will be con-
sidered, but is not controlling. 
Applicants should apply by 
letter and provide the necessary 
data requested in a, b, c, d. and e, 
above no later that January 2, 
1976 to National Space Club, c/o 
Mr. James Murray, 1629 K Street, 
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006. 
Upon final completion of his or . 
her work, the Winner shall 
prepare a brief report on a topic 
of his/her selection be presented 
to the Natron.aI Space ClUb. 
Funds awarded are paid to the 
Winner through his university 
b~{Qre.);J:1eJ ,nt;.w acA'tlemic year 
begins. The Winner is eligible to 
compete f9r a second year if the 
circumstances 'and his ac-
. complishments are warranted. 
S33~500 .. 000 
Unelaim-ed 
Seholarships 
Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships,grants, aids, and 
fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of' 
these sour~e·s researched .and compiled aso! Sept~.1 6.,1976.. 
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS . 
11275 Massachus-etts Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90025 
o I am enclosing $9.95plus $1.00 for postage and handling . 
------------------------
I PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF I . 
I -UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS SOURCES TO: ·1 
I I I Name I 
I Address I 
I City State Zip_ I I (California residents please add 6% sales tax.) '1 L ________________________ ~. 
Classilied Id Form 
Circle head!ng: Wanted 
For Sale Lost & Foul!d 
Housing Ride/Riders Wanted., 
Personal O.ther ________ -I 
Ad to read as follows;..t.. ______ ---<-~__:_-----_I 
'I, 
Class1fleds are free for all students. faculty. staff,and " 
and admJ.nlStration of ase . 
For all others, rates are JJ5¢ per word. 
Name ______________ .Phone-.:...--.-..... 
Address ____________ TotalEnelos$l __ __ 
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llanbora'~ Jiox 
a weekip gatbtring 
of unre tateb att~ anb untlt9' 
arrangtb anb HUtb bp €rrol (!Conant 
... They make it when the market moves, or so says N.Y. psychologists 
~ Paul and Ann Frisch who claim to have discovered a disturbing new 
consequence of the declining state of the stock market. The c:;olJple believe 
they've found a direct correlation between male sexual performance and 
the perfor~ance of the Dow Jones Industrial Average. According to New 
York magazine, the Frisch's have done long-term studies of 30 male 
patients,all of whom are employed in the investment world. They say that 
none of the patients had sexual problems when they first came in for 
counseling,but recently 26 of them have developed acute sexual dif-
ficulties ,primarily impotency. The psychologists say that in some cases 
their investor patients showed increased sexual vigor during stock 
market rallies,and then loss of interest or loss of ability during bear 
markets. They add that the Wall Streeters also indulge in increased 
flirting during bad economic times, probably to make up for their real 
ina de- quacies. Says Frisch,"Unfortunately,theses are the people who 
can't deliver the goods-either in the market or in bed." 
... and more in the realm of social psychology. That proverbial brain 
fever is ungergoing documentation of a sort. Two scientists from Georgia 
State University have discovered that by sticking a special thermometer 
in your ear, they can measure a concept they call "social arousal." By 
monitoring the ear temperatures of 36 women and 36 men, James Dabbs 
and Joseph Moorer discovered that temperatures rise during social in-
teraction. They also discovered that temperatures rose more quickly 
when both men and women subjects discoursed with a female partner .. 
The heat of the meet looks to be a result of a normal energy expend'itt1'f'e 
that occurs during any work process than of the specific "socialness" of 
the interaction. Temperatures probably increase when one stoops to pet 
his favorite feline with warm approbation ... 
... On November 21st the Boston Repertory Theatre wi11 open previews 
of its' new comedy,"Murder at the Boston Garden." Written by Robin 
Brecker, the play centers on Boston's newest basketball team,the Boston 
Ceramics. Plagued by poor attendance,poor skill,and infighting on the 
administrative end, the team turns to crimes of passion and mysterious 
deaths go unsolved. Brought in to aid crime prevention is Fred Heidt,-
private-eye,notary public and part- tim~ real estate agent. His inep-
titude,coupled with everyone elses,results in a very suprising turn of fate 
as he tries to solve the Boston Garden Murders. The play will ,be 
presented every Wednesday through Sunday evenings at 8:08 p.m. in the 
Theatre in the Garage in Harvard Square ... 
... Ex-Beach Boys (and girl) Captain and Tennille,whose Goldigger's 
sound- alike schlock "Love Will Keep Us Together" recently topped the 
charts,have become the year's first new record stars to be signed for a 
1976 summer television series. The duo are slated to appear on ABC 
beginning in JulY,but the number of shows they will do has not yet been 
determined ... Freddie "Chico" Prinze and singer? Tony .Orlando are 
thinking of making a film simUiar to the old "road" pictures df BOOHtlp8'< 
and Bing Crosby. The two Puerto Rican en- tertainers call their 
movie,suprisingly,"The Road to Puerto Rico," and will appear on each 
other's television shows the week of November 17th to see how the public 
reacts to their new partnership ... Mick Jagger is reportedly all set to play 
Paul Newman's song in the upcoming movie version of E.L.Doctorow's 
runaway bestselling novel "Ragtime",a fiction chronicle of America 
between 1906 and the beginning of WWI.:. -
... New lp releases in the offing .. From the Menschmaschina .,Kraft-
werk,creators of "Au~obahn," a new debut album on ·Capital entitled 
"Radio Activiti'... Band's all new,all original "Northern Light-
s/Southern Cross, with such songs as Ophelia,Acadian Driftwood and 
Forbidden Fruit. If titles tell the tale,this could be something ... New Roxy 
Music, "Siren" on Atco,their fifth,released to coincide with impending 
U.S. tour, their second ... Debut album for former Free guitarist Paul 
Kossoff's vehicle Back Street Crawler .Standard heavy fare, mediocre 
Bad Company ... Terry Garthwaite,former leader of The Joy of Cooking, 
an all-woman band is set to embark on a nationwide tour in support of her 
new album "terry" just released on Arista .... Rockin' blues guitarist 
RRory Ga lIagher's first in two years," Against the Grain." .... and due for 
a January re-lease, "Paris" ,by the group of the same name,comprised of 
former Fleetwood Mac guitarist Bob Welch, Glenn . ~ornick..origjna) 
bassist for Tull and Thorn Mooney,former Nazz drummer,Todd Run-· 
dgren's early band .... mistress of mela ncholy Laura Nyro,coming out of 
seclusion to work on new Ip in New York with nearly all-female band ...... . 
... Beaver Cleaver to cut the cake. A ghost from the past,the not so dead 
Jerry Mathers is getting married and though he hasn't seen much of the 
old ICBeaver" cast since the show was cancelled,he plans to invite all of 
them to his wedding for a reunion of !Sorts. He adamantly denies reports 
of a courag eous death in Vietnam and also refutes rampant rumors 
alleging Ken (Eddie Haskell) Osmond to be one Alice Cooper. Eddie gave 
up his evil ways and now walks the beat as one of L.A.'s finest ... 
. .. On November 20th and 21st at 8 p.m. at Studio Theatre 104,the B.U.· 
School for the Arts will present an evening of one act poperas featuring 
Savitri, by Holst,La Voix Humaine by Poulenc and Play by Cocteau. 
Admission is free .... and at the Harvard Loeb Drama Center in Cam-
bridge,Shakespeare's romantic comedy,UThe Merchant of Venice, will 
begin a two week run commencing tonight through the 16th,and from the 
19th to the 22nd. The curtain rises at 8 p.m. (864-2630 for info.' .. ) ....... The 
Boston Public Library will screen the inspiring documen-
tary,"I.F.Sone's Weekly," free of charge,on MondaY,November 24th at 8 
p.m. in the Lecture Hall of the Central Library. Declaring at the out set of 
the film that"every government is run by liars Uld nothing they say 
should be believed," Izzy Sone zealously attempts to uncover the truth 
behind the scenes in this revealing inside view of the world of ali· exem-
plar journalist .. 
... Laos lays down the law. A decree issued by the President of Laos' 
capital city has banned the wearing of high-heeled or platform shoes,bell 
bottom trou sers and other "expressions of decadent Western fashions. C( 
The decree went on to state that Laotians must "safeguard national and 
aesthetic beauty againat interference from foreign and. decadent 
civilizations." Although high heels and bells canlt possibly be seen as the 
penultimate threat to cultural purism, the stink of our 
smoking, smoldering nea-Nero cities of sin covers the globe. And· the 





by Sue Lawson 
at 
As far as namedropping goes was packed, inCluding the second 
"rhe Rolling Thunder Revue" balcony, and when the houselights 
has been raising more than its were finally dimmed, and the 
share of eyebrows lately. Of curtain rose, the review unfolded. 
course it hasn't reached that First on stage was Bob Next Joa-n Baez stands alone on 
status totally on its own, and has Neuwirth, a guitarist and old stage, and sings "Diamonds and 
a membership the likes Q~ which friend of Dylan's from New York. Rust", an acapella version of 
are enough to impress any music He assumed the role of emcee for USwing Low Sweet Chariot." and 
fan long hair o:r: short. Com- bine the evening and introduced a few more numbers. She in turn 
that with the promotional talents - everyone but himseH. introduced Roger McGUIINN 
of Boston's Don Law, and your The rest of,. the membership WHO SINGS "Chestnut Mare" 
band could prove successful on included; Ramblin' Jack Elliott, from the BYRDS "Untitled 
any concert tour. a tall spinny folk singer who knew Album", and then returns once 
The brainstorm of Bob Dylan, Woodie Guthrie, Steve Soles from more for a rendition of "The 
"The Rolling Thunder Revue", California. T-Bone Smith from Night They Drove Old Dixie 
quietly stalked upon the Texas, Mick Ronson. a blonde Down" 
community in which it has to English guitarist. who has Finally the climax of the 
make its appearance. played with David Bowie, Ronee evening arrived; Dylan alone on 
With publicity at a minimum! Blackley, known most recent- ly . stage, harmonica strapped to 
some handbills. and word of for her role in the movie "Nash- his neck and guitar in his arms, 
mouth at most, it always attracts ville", Roger McGuinn of Byrd's he pl~ys, "I Don't Believe You", 
a sell-out audiance j then moves fame, Rob Stover, who sang his newest smgle "Hurricane" 
on. Only ticket stubs and a shock "This moment's too good to Be then three more songs. 
wave provide evidences as to its Wasted, But I'm too Wasted to For the finale, the whole stage 
ever being present. Be Any Good", and last but by no was fin~d _with every member of 
Plymouth f Massachusetts means least. David Mansfield, the Revue for a rendition of "This 
played the host to the "Revue" the steel guitarist, and fiddler for Land is Your Land", the audience 
Thursday, October 30, and the show, who at 19 years of age. ~lappe~ in time and finally joined 
Friday, October 31st. Memorial is creating a name for himself m smglpg. Then suddenly the 
Hall, the site of the per- for- and proved to be the mo~t en- curtain dropped, . and the 
mance, ,which doubles as a joyable musician of the evening. . houselights flashed on. 
theartre and gymnasium for the Finally· an hour into the show Deafening applause and cheers 
town, seats 1800 and was con- Bob Dylan dances out on continued for a good ten minutes, 
traded for $250 a night. That's stage wearing a black leather but the musi~ians gave no en-
$100.00 over the going rate for the coat, and wide-brimmed hat, the core. The "Revue" had ended. It 
hall and was obtain~d "only after crowd goes wild with a pplause would stay one more night in 
assuring the house manager' and cheers. He turns his back to Plymouth, then move on to start 
that. yes, they could fill the the audience and plays with the hitting colleges and universities 
second balcony", according to rest of the musicians on stage, in the area with SMU next on 
an article in the November 11 the concert is obviously as much their trave11i!lg agenda; . 
issue of the "Village Voi~e." . for the performers enjoyment ~?b. Neuwlrt;h :;as qu~ted.}n 
Posters on the doors of the as it is for the audience .. He goes _ the Yillage VOl~e as saymg A 
Hall, forced all cameras and tape through a rendition of "It Ain't tour like ths up till now has been a 
·record·ers under wraps, as "NO Me Babe", recogni zable only drea.~ - small. halls, _ no .ad-
PHOTO OR TAPING EQUIP- through listening hard to the verbsmg, the real magIcal 
MENT PERMITTED IN- lyrics - and the first half of the mystery tour." 
SIDE." evening ended-. The concert disappointed some 
The concert was going to be When· the curtain rose again who had rigid nostalgic memories 
filmed- for a future movie, and . only two people were on stage. of Dylan's "old stuff" but for 
technical crews inside, non., The only tWo in the minds of many $7.50, top pri.,e f 9r allY "Re"u~" 
chalantly crept up behind excited present. Joan Baez and Bob ticket, and-a seat in a hall small 
ticket holders to catch phrases Dylan, together sing "Times enough so that no matter where it 
like : "I can't believe it!" or "I've they are A Changin' ", then a - was a good view of th-: per-
waited so long for this ... !'" new Dylan song, "Baby You formance was guaranteed,,1t was 





With vacation t~me fast approaching, 
many of you will no doubt be traveling 
to Mexico. Some of you might even be 
coming back. Here are some helpful 
hints. 
1. A man on a burro always has the 
right of way, U:t:I1ess he appears to be 
a weakling . 
2. In local cantinas, pouring a shot of 
Cuervo down a man's collar is not 
thought to be humorous. 
3. Falling onto a cactus, even an 
actual Cuervo cactu~, can be 
a sticky proposition. 
4. It is tough to find hamburger 
rolls in the smaller towns; it's 
best to bring your own. 
JOSE CUERVO· TEQUILA: 80 PROOF. • 




coup de grace 
At sunrise the bedraggled 
prisoner is hustled from his cell; 
.the mumblings of the priest trail 
behind him like the smell of a 
·dying man's sweat. He shuffles 
along 'On chained legs down a 
dank and dark corridor that is 
reminiscent of the men's room in 
a sports stadium or in a bus 
station and heads out into the 
gray dawn of the prison cour-
tyard. The gap-toothed members 
of the firing squad yawn ana 
scratch their. inner thighs in 
unison in search of furtive crabs, 
a mere eight feet from the wall 
that is gorged with great bla,ck 
and red sores and- random 
hairs. The cortege halts before 
this wall and the live corpse is 
chained to the pole that stands 
there,a parodistic phallic symbol. 
If not for the black sack that is 
placed over his head he would be 
forced to see the lucid stare of 
God gazing from the bores of the 
rifles. If looks could kill! Like the 
screaming big bad wolf, death's 
roar rips a gaping door to hell 
where his heart once pulsed. The 
captain of the squad walks up to 
the slumped corpse and draws his 
revolver ,places the cold· steel 
, muzzle to the victim's temple for 
the final ritualistic kiss of death 
and fires one shot. It is this shot 
that is known as the coup de 
gr4ce. " by Stephen JenrUngs 
.... ~ -. - - - - - - ~ ~ - ~ - -~- --
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the arts The Brockton Art Center 
an adventure in our own backyard! 
Moonchildren Take-Off 
Imminent 
by Cheryl Buskey 
Norman .......... Richard Kna 
Dick .............. Hank Woronicj 
Kathy.............. Carla Ra 
Beshaw 
Bob ............... ; Dennis O'Neil 
Shelly ....... , ..... Carol Baldwin 
THE OTHERS 
Ralph .......... Steve Martin 
Mr. Willis .... David Greene 
Lucky .......... Brian McN 
Bream ......... Craig Carey 
Effing ............ Bob Cole 
Uncle Murray ..... Jim 
Milkman ....... Mike Norton 
by Maura Curley Bostdorf 
A complaint I've often heard 
among students if} this locale 
especially those familiar with the perfectly peaceful panorama 
Boston, is that there is very little' of Portor's Pond. 
of cultural importance around the Currently on exhibition at the 
greater Brockton area. "One has center is "The Ancient Medit-
to trek twenty or thirty miles to teranian" It is a collection of 
satisfy a cultural craving" has ~.igyptian, Greek, and Roman 
been the common cry. 'Art on loan from the Museum of 
The Brockton Art Center is Fine Arts in Boston. Also , 
doing alot to change this image of paintings by the famed Brockton 
Brockton as a cultural wasteland. artist F. Mortmer Lamb,' a 
Now, in its sixth year , it is display of contemporary 
burgeoning and displays a lithography, and a sampling of 
multitude of art from around the unique drawing. painting, and 
world. It also boasts of members sculpture by David Haynes. 
and friends not just from its The center is open everyday 
suburban towns, but, from Cape except Monday. The hours are 
Cod, New York I Florida and from 1pm to 5pm, but on Thur-
Texas as well. sday they are from 1pm to lOpm. 
The' art center is a beautiful Admission for nonmembers is 
and spacious structure located on $1.00 for adults and .50 cents for 
Oak Street, in Brockton those under 18. Members are 
overlooking Porter's Pond. One admitted FREE at all times. To 
may spend a lovely autumn af- become an individual member 
ternoon just strolling about its costs 12.00 but there is a special 
sun speckled galleries, browsing student rate for only $5.00. Some 
through its art rental room, of the benefitsof ,membership are 
examining pottery and prints in free admissions to all exhibitions, 
the gift shop ot just sipping coffee discounts in the costs of various 
in the coffee shop while gazing at workshop courses tha t are offered 
Crosby INash ·Play Out 
From Under Sox Shadow 
by OWle Fol:;y 
On a night when most of Boston's attention was focused on the World 
Series sixth game,Graham Nash 'and David Crosby wandered into the 
Music Hall to perform belorea capacity crowd of both YQung and old 
To make things a little easier fans. To say they put 'on a good -show would certainly be an un-
afford, the Ensemble Theatre derstatement,because their three hour mixture of old and new· songs 
throughout the year, and in-
vitations to opening receptions 
and many of the other frequent 
center activities. 
So, if you haven't become a 
member of the Brockton Art 
Center, ha ve never even 
wisited, it , it would be very 
worthwhile to do either or both. 
The center can be easily reached 
by following rt 28 to rt 106 to rt 24 
going North towards Brockton. 
Take exit 27 west to Oak Street 
going. pas.C Cardinal Cushing 
Hospital. The ride is only a few 
minutes from Bridgewater .. It is 
so close that it is difficult to 
believe that this extraordinary 
adventure awaits ,us---almost in 
our own back yard. 
The Ensemble Theatre is 
getting ready to bring you another 
great production on December '4, 
5, and 6 in the S.U. Auditorium. 
The play' is the hilarious comedy, 
MOONCHILDREN, by Michael 
Weller. It was a smash hit in 
Boston in 1972-73, and was very 
popular with college audiences 
because it deals with a group of 
college students living together in 
the 1960's. Everyone of us should 
identify with and thoroughly 
enjoy MOONCHILDREN, 
because of its use of natUl'al and 
l'calistic 'college 'humor. This 
surely is something different for 
Bridgewatel' that should be seen 
by evel'y student and faculty 
member. THE PRODUCTION 
IS BEING DIRECTED BY Prof. 
Stephen M. Levine amI stage 
managed by Jeffery Entwistle. 
The cast is as follows: 
offering its Season Package kept everybody happy. 
again to ease the ticket costs Pushing their new album, "Wind on the Water," they played the title· 
MOONCHILDREN and our cut as well as 7 or 8 other new tunes,includung' "Carry Me,""Mama 
THE STUDENTS 
Mike .......... Skip Maloney 
Ruth .............. Gloria Konigsberg 
Cootie .......... :: Mark Cartier 
Alexander's Feast is a consort 
of five musicians who specialize 
in the per formancp _ of 
Mcdieval,Rennaissance 
,Elizabethan and Early American 
music and dance. The music of 
these periods can be performed 
with many combinations of voices 
a nd instruments. The consort 




psalterY,harp, viola de gam-
ba, vielle,rebec,fiedel,portative 
organ, bells and variou,s per-
cussion instruments. Authentic 
sounds and knowledge of the 
requisite artistic styles can yield 
an historically valid per-
'formance-but music is more than 
this. Alexander's Feast attempts 
production AH! WILDERNESS. Lion," and (I' Homeward through the Haze." The album itself is a very 
The price will be $2.50 (for strong and well pro duced one,modeled after its' predecessors from the 
plays!> for BSC students, f Crosby,Stills,Nash and Young era. 
and staff, and $4.50 for all Unfortunately,these songs didn't go over that well,simply because the Ilil!!;~111~1~llli 
These revised Season pac:!ka,gel maj ority of the fans had come to hear the old favorites. But Crosby and 
tickets will go on sale Nov. 12. Nash didn't let anyone down,scattering special oldies right from the 
you at MOONCHILDREN! opening song, "Immigration Man." After following that with "The Lee 
to capture and share with its' 
audience the spirit of court,-
country and street and to com-
municate through performance 
the joy,sorrow,and enchantment 
of the music of those times. 
The consort will perform 
November 19th at 8:00 in the 
Student Union Ball room. Tickets 
for this Program Committe-
sponsored event are $.50 for stu 
dents and $1.50 for the general 
public. A special dinner-
performance ticket package is 
available for $4.00 for the general 
public,$3.00 for the ~on-residen 
tial student and $.50 with an even 
exchange of meal ticket for 
dormitory stu dents. The dinner 
will . take place in the Student 
Union Formal Dining Room. 
Shore," they went into their new music and didn't return to the older 
material until their solo spots. 
After playing for over an hour with their fine backup band,they took a 
break, during which Nash stepped out long enough to tell the audience 
that the Red Sox were winning. Ten minutes ,later he reappeared alone to 
playa few of his old songs. One of th~ highlights of the concert was his 
final song ,an inspired version of "Our House" which drew the largest 
audience approval.. 
Crosby then took the solo stage. Highlights of his also pleasing per-
formance were the memorable "Winning," and the famous "Triad." 
Upon finishing "Triad," Nash and the others rejoined Crosby and 
picked up the pace of the music,carrying the energy right through to the 
encore,an electric version of "Deja Vu .. The concert was not without its' 
humorous moments,either. From the beginning of the concert Crosby 
alternated his guitars,being sure to tune each one before preceeding into 
a song. Nash quipped facetiously about one reviewer's description of 
Crosby's tuning as endless, But maybe it was this striving for perfection 
which helped the concert to be such a fine one. 
Romanian Tour for Chorus 
Once again our Choral Societ) This years' tours are to be held in 
has proven that the BSC groups I Rumania Of Poland, behind the 
are outstanding among college Iron Curtain. 
choral organizations. The BSC While the three week event is 
Choral Society has been invited sponsored by the host country 
by the Friendship Ambassadors only part of the expense is sup- . 
of New York, to give a three week plied. This means that the Choral 
goodwill concert tour of Rumania. Society will become actively 
The tour will be scheduled to involved in fund-raising in order 
follow commencement in May to afford the tour. Because aU 
1976. four' groups (Women's Glee, 
Dr. Asselin' and Dr. Chamber Singers, Americana 
Davidovich, directors of the Singers, and Chorale) in the 
society, submitted audition tapes' society have been invited the cost 
to compete for this opportunity. will be in the neighborhood of 
Performing groups fr~up all levels $60,000.00. The f1,JAd-raising 
of education and It'om all over the preserits -an arduous task but the 
United States audition yearly for members of the society, elated by 
the chance to undertake such a the honor accorded them, exhibit 
'tour. The Friendship Am- (1)~ositiv~ attitudes and a. m?rked 
bassadors send about sixty enthUSIasm for accomphshmg the 
groups a year on goodwill tours. task set before th~m. 
_ ••• __ •• _ • •• • c Co.ngratulations to the society. 
Newtoit 
11 J 1. Rea con street 
(617) 964-2029 
!)('i.lIJody 
15 Newbury Street, IV 
1:(J~II(' 1 & 128 N 
(61 ~). ;:J5-0414 
L"wrenc .. 
75 Winthrop A e. 
(61'7) 683-.1631 . 
Ra:ndolph 
~83 High. Str~et 
(617) 986-4810 
Pr~vidence 
1940 Pawtucket Ave.,. 
Jloutes 44 and 1A 
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NO STEREO DEALER' 
CAN BEAT THIS· DEAL. 
Only lech Hifi 
guarantees you 
In writing 
that no stereo 
dealer offering' 
services similar ). 
to ours will beat our prices. . Or 
we'll- pay u back the' difference . 
. We call,:' it Price' Protection. 
And '" its in effect foran: L "" .', 
entire'month after you buy 
your components. 
Anlong other good deals waiting for you at 
Tech Hifi right now is the absolute best $299 
system you'll ever hear. 
It includes fanlous KLH 101 two-way acoustic . 
suspension loudspeakers, a q uali ty Pioneer Sound 
Project 300 anl/flTI stereo receiver, and.a fuIly- ' 
eq uipped BSR 2260X automatic turntable. 
Tech's price is more than S 130 off the combined 
manufacturers' suggested prices for these com-
ponents! . 
And while Tech ·Hifi's Price Protection PoJicy 
guarantees you the lowest price. ollr thirteen 
orller Cust0111er Satisfaction Policies guarantee. 
your conlplete haPlJiness. In writing. 
This week onlv: 
S299 PIONEER mf.BlIl n;411 
----------~-----------------
375 NO. Montello St. 588-9020 Brockton 
Open MONDAY thru FRID,AY 10:00 am.- 9:00 pm: SATURDAY 10:00 am -'6:00 pm. 
. . 
(located conveniently onRte.2~,opposite Tip Top Cafe .. ) 
~ 
• "' .... 1w' ... ' ..... ; 
..... 
• 
By Bill Swift 
Having given the new 
pro~grams sufficient time to get 
brgken in, I have taken another 
look at them. and have formed 
the following conclusions. 
Despite aI, of the preseason hypes 
by all of the networks this new 
season of television is the orst in 
histrory. 
Barbary t:oast" 
Williani Shatner and Doug Mc-
Clure star in this rather strange 
new western series. Shatner 
plays a government agent out to 
stop crime. McClure playes the 
owner of a saloon that Shatner 
works out of. The biggest 
problem with the show is that its 
stars are a bit too cute. Their 
mugging is distracting and un-
necessary and unless they knock 
it off they will cute themselves 
into oblivion. 
"Beacon Hill" 
The idea for this show was 
stolen from the British product.ion 
"Upstairs, Downstairs". Its too 
bad that they didn't steal 
something else from the BBC 
production; like quality. To put it 
mildly, the show is boring. The 
scripts are dull and slow paced. 
The acting is generally poor. The 
only good things about it are 
Kathryn Wilker, plaing the 
daughter of dubious virtue Fawn 
and Kitty Winn playing her more 
refined sister. By the way, it's 
been cancelled. 
"Big Eddiell 
, Harmless and mindless. 
Atypical setcom about family life. 
The only difference is tat this 
family is made up of an ex-
ganster businessman, his younger 
ex-showgirl wife, his grand-
daughter and his male maid; 
,Bang-Bang. It could have been 
very funny, but unfortunately it 
isn't. The only time the series 
comes alive is when Sherie North 
is on. As Eddies Wif.e sll~ is better 
than the show itself.' It had 
potential but rather than exer-
cising it, the network has can-
celled it. 
"Bronk" 
Stonefaced Jack Palance in a 
stone faced crime detective 
series. Yawn!! 
"Doc" 
An entertaining likeable show 
and that's exactly what its meant 
to be. It could stand a little im-
provement in the dialogue and in 
a couple of the characterizations, 
but they will come in time. As it 
stands now the basics of a good 
show are there and I just hope the 
network picks up on its weak 
spots. 
"Doctors Hospital" 
A run of the mill medical 
drama. George Peppard is 
nothing more than Chad Everett 
with silver hair. Its only saving 
grace is Zohra Lambert but even 
she can't make the best of the 
show work. When will the net-
workEstart using some new ideas 
rather than tired old familir 
plots? Soon I hope. 
lids-Who Ira Thl,' 
by Roy Seitsinger 
Kids- are little people, they're a result! 
not adults, not warm teddy Kids- aren't a type of fax 
bears, deduction or welfare benefit 
not noise makers nor eating they're a treasure, in them-
machines selves, priceless! 
Kids- aren't unimportant things, Kids- aren't black or white, or 
things that get in your way yellow or red 
or ,!h~!!gEi yoU forget~~oUt. ,or nigger ;or h9nky:, or indian 'or 
they're-important things chink, 
they're things to care about! they're rainbows! 
Kids, students- aren't little two Kids- aren't kids at all! 
legged vehicles Kids aren't baby goats! 
whidh can be conveniently put Kids- are little human being 
into things, with ages, weights, eyes 
shiny yellow six wheeled and noses, feet and arms, 
vehicles and hearts and brains! 
shipped to places far away, Kids- What are they? 
they're little hearts and little Kids- are little warm things that 
minds have 
that get hurt and scared eyes and tears 
sometimes: \ faces and hands 
Kids- aren't reasons to stay that can sometimes make cold 
married grown-up things ~ 
nor are they a reason to get 
married 
they're not a reason at all'-
~ 
Stop .•. ~ ... and think again! 
Maybe ... K.ids..... aren't so little 
after all. 
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"Ellery Queen" . 
I have to admit that I wasn't 
expecting much out of either this 
series or its star, Jim Hutton. 
However, I was pleasently sur-
prisedtm discover thatthis is one 
of the best new shows of the 
season. It interesting, well 
constructed, well acted and well 
directed. It's fasinating to try 
and figure out which one the 
guest stars did it. 
"The Family Holvack" 
This show is, if nothing else, 
extremely well acted. When you 
have the acting genius of Julie 
HARRIS THERE IS ONLY ONE 
WAY YOU CAN GO WRONG 
AND THAT IS TO MAKE THE 
SHOW SO SLOW PACED THAT 
IT CEASES TO BE, IN-
TERESTING. And unfortunately 
this is what has happened and the 
fault lies both in direction and in' 
the script. Paced better, . this 
would have been an excellent 
drama. But now its just another 
~~ries that has been cancelled. 
"Fay" 
Lee Grant stars as Fay, a forty 
~ear old liberated devorcee out on 
her own. The scrjpts are funny. 
The action is exceptional, 
especially from Miss Grant and 
AUDRA Lundley, playing her 
kooky friend. still can't figure 
out why the show failed. Its been 
cancelled by the "mad 
programmer", as :Miss Grant 
once referred to him on the 
Tonight Show. Its too bad. It was 
one of the very few good shows 
on the air. 
"Howard Cosell" 
Another case of a good show 
dying in the ratings. The show is 
good for several reasons. First its 
a live program and things will 
almost always go well on such a 
program because there is no 
chance to re-do it. Second, he has 
had some very impressive guests 
on (ROBERTA Flack, Barry 
Manilow and Shirley Bassey). He 
has even experimented with a 
couple of guests. He let Barbara 
Walters sing. He ven let Jimmy 
Connors sing (well, at leas, t he 
can play tennis). And lastly, 
Cosell is likeable enough on the 
show to make a real go it in his Ed 
Sullivan - like role. It's worth 
seeing. 
"The Invisible Man" 
:hi~ show has a few things 
gomg for It. Granted, not many, 
but a few. It has an original 
concept and in some aspects it; 
interesting. It's too bad tha' no 
matter how you look at him (or 
through him as the case may be) 
tha t Da vid McCallum is still 
lUya Kuryakin, accent· or no. 
The scripts were outrageous to 
the point of beingrather silly but 
they could have been fixed. But 
the "mad programmer" has 
struck once again and the "The 
Invisible Man" will become an 
invisible series. 
"Joe and Sons" 
Why do the networks waste the 
talents of an actor like Richard 
Cashellano;no-t to mention our 
time on tripe ,like this? It's a 
crime. 
~'Joe Forrester" 
This is the only half decent cop 
series on the air. It stars Lloyd 
Bridges as a middle aged beat 
patrol man. The show deals with 
his experiences on the street. 
Well done and worth a look. 
cont. om page one 
another police- man had to be 
called in. . 
At this point the student's 
frrend joined in to try and help his 
buddy out. More police were 
called in and a full fledged fight ' 
developed in the cOfltroom. The 
. results of this were; one 
policeman on the groupd and the 
two students locked up for the 
night. 
There was the usual smuggling in 
of alcohol, copying tickets, and 
dope smoking in the rest rooms, 
, but very little physical damage to 
the hall itself. (A broken lamp 
was the sol~ xampleJ 
The idea of no readmittance 
perturbed a lot of students, but it 
being a Canoe Club policy, we just 
had to go along with their 
decision. ' 
"I think most everyone who 
was there had a great time, and 
weren't even aware of the fight 
early in the evening" Bill said 
"and surprisingly, Paul th~ 
?wner, .still has quite a' good 
ImpresslOn of the students at the 
college." 
. Can w~ go back? According to 
BIll, the Impression he got from 
the owner was that the hall will 
be open to the· Senior class, but 
not the rest of the school. 
After this, the Chief of Police 
decided that it would be best to 
stop admi- itting students in for fIC ______ IItC)OIDD ____ XlC*** ____ :OC:lOC.a.. 
the evening. (At this point a total 
of 400 tickets had been sold 
Thursday and about 100 at thl, 
door.) , 
Unfortunately, Bill said, a few 
students who had bought tickets 
in ad- vance were not admitted, as 
well as those who had planned to 
buy at the door. ' 
., A lot of hastles during the 
night were being given to 
policemen and the girls at the 
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Homecoming Game 
BEARS DEFEAT CURRY 24-17 
The day began bleak.At mid-
morning rain knocked hard on the 
window pane making the 
headache received from the night 
before a little more un-
b_~ar~,bl~J'.9pk 'rtwo aspirin. The 
headache was now more bearable 
but it was still raining, Finally by 
noon the percipita tion subsided 
but to put it mildly it was still 
wet.Yet despite the water the 
festivities in front of Boyden 
commenced. Went out to see what 
was going on.A little crowd had 
gathered.By 1 o'clock the parade 
of floa ts began their seemingly 
endless march.Seemingly en-
dleess because somebody forgot 
that the 1:17 freight passed 
through the Bridgewater area so 
the parade was delayed a few 
minutes at the tracks. Luckily 
stayed in front of the parade and 
got a good seat for the arrival of 
Curry and BSC football team-
s.The parade finally arrived, the 
teams took the field, the National 
Anthem was played and the long-
awaited football game 
began. Here's what happened ... 
Curry took the opening kickoff 
to their own 17 and on their first 
possesion drove the ball to the 
Bears' 32 before they had to 
relinquish it. The visitors had a 
good mixture of passing. and 
running and it look 'like they 
would be tougher then many 
people thought.With a little over 8 
minutes left in the opening period, 
Curry marched 59 yards to get on 
the scoreboard first pn a floating 
23 yard TD pass.BSC came back· 
on their next drive and went 67 
yards for a TD.This one was 
scored on a 3.yard run by Steve 
Washkevich.That's how the 
scoring stood at the end of period 
l,tied at 7-7.Early in the second 
quarter the Bears' Paul Trinque 
kicked a 30 yard field goal to put 
BSC in fronLThe remaining of the 




Back-toback victories over 
Wheaton and Bryant College have 
extended' the volleyball team's 
winning streak to four games and 
their record to 7-4. 
In a home tri-match last 
Thursday the Bears faced Bryant 
College first. BSC won the first 
g~me easiiJi , 15-5.i-;~~t !~st ~h~ 
second 15-8.'fhis has been the 
story often this season.-
Bridgewater slacks off in the 
second game and forces the 
match to three games when it 
could have and should have been 
won in two. And so BSC easily won 
the tl)iJ;'~ $tme 15-2 and the 
match. 
The second match of the night 
,BSC vs. Whea ton ,went to 3 
games also. The first game was all 
Bridgewater,as Wheaton could 
only score 4 points to BSC's 15. The 
Bears lost a close second game 15-
13.The third ggame was a tense 
one, with the lead changing hands 
several times before Bridgewater 
triumphed 15-11. . 
changing of punts befor? Curry. 
kicked a .22 yard field goal . on the 
last play of the period,making the 
score at halftime deadlocked at 
10-10. Bridgewater received the 
ball in ,the second half and took 
the kickoff 70 yards for a TD.A 14 
-yard romp by Washkevich ac-
counted for the score after Steve 
had set up the scoring play on a 56 
yard hm.After Curry had fum-
bled away the ball on their next 
drive the Bears marched 30 yards 
for another score again by 
Washkevich on a 1 yard nan. This 
made the score 24-10 Bears a~: 
time ran out in the third 
period.Curry would not die 
however as early in the fourth 
they capped a 56 yard drive for a .. 
touchdown to make it 24-17.Both 
teams had several opportunities 
to score again· in the fourth but 
that was the scoring for the day. 
Everyone then filed out of the 
stadium.Went home and took two . 
more aspirin (headache still 
lingering) .But it was party 
time. The day that had started 
bleak, - had ended superb. The 
Bears had won and the night was 
just beginning ... 
EXTRA POINTS Steve' 
Washkevich's 3 TD's in the game 
gave. him -7 TD's in two 
~ames.Steve also had 135 yards in -
~Icarries,.to. include on his great day:.. In ":the first period ,Marc 
Kerble made a great.' over the 
shoulder how-do-you-do grab of a 
. Bear BrenIian pass,~~cO:~~rijj, '~;" 
":;;~2§aid~ald~_et upjpeiirs~~:~ 
-.-. • .• --- ,-. .:-- -.-. - _:.& 
score ... Brennan was 4 for sin 
pass~.for·81 yards~.~CW:~y had ." 
-~ligJttly ~m9re ,total off~nse than 
the Bearsoiirdistancfug them 302 
yards to 278 yards ... The Bears 
will be looking to break their all-
time high number of wins when 
they shoot for number 7 at home 
Saturday against . Mass. 
Maritime ... HiI :TicIa! ... 
Political Science Club presents 
JOHN BUCKLEY 
. Secretary o{-Administration & Finance 
to speak on: Fiscal Crisis in Mass. 
Thursday evening Nov. 13 
7:30 P.M. 
BALL ROOM t) AN CING 
i -I . 
Dances include: Waltz Fox Trot Polka 
Hully GUlly, Hustle and Square Dancin~ 
Come one and all and have a ball!!! 
Thursdays 6: 30 to 7 :30 




by Joe SHvi 
No way.You just do not trade 
possibly the greatest goal scrorer 
of all time. Unless you have been 
doing your favorite im-
personation on Rip Van Winkle, 
most of you are aware of the 
blockbuster trade made last 
Thursday night(Nov. 7) when the 
Bruins traded Phil Esposito and . 
Carol Vadnais to the New York" 
Rangers for Brad Park,Jean 
RateHe and minor league(soon to 
be major league)player ioe 
Zanussi from the Providence 
. Reds.It was a trade thathad to be 
made according to Harry Sin-
den.To shake up the team? For 
the purpose of cleaning house? 
That's exactly why the Rangers 
have traded or given away 
Giacomin, Villemure, Sanderson 
and now Ratelle and Park within 
the last couple of weeks.Sure you 
say the B's are trying to em-
phasize defense. (They have been 
doing that for three years 
now}'Esposito isa better two-way 
player than Ratelle and Park has 
only a slight advantage over 
Vadnais in defense.Besides the 
B's do not need another high 
. scoring defenseman. There is only 
one Orr . Phil Esposito has been an 
iron man for Boston while never 
playing under 74 games in a 
season for 8 years while Jean 
Ratelle had a string of 3 years 
recently where he played under 68 
games. 
I think Joe Zanussi is the key to 
the trade.The 28 year old player 
was the AHL's best defenseman 
last year scoring 22 goals for the 
Providence Reds.Of course as 
Ray Fitzgerald stated in Mon-
day's Globe, 'the news of 
Zanussi's transfer may have hit 
Greater Boston with all the im-
pact of a leaf bouncing off a stone 
wall. 'Except 'that Providence will 
miss him. 
All players involved in the 
trade were shocked of the 
news.Vadnais at first would not 
report.Ratelle was thinking of 
retirement.Esposito did not like 
the way he was told of the 
trade.And so on ... Trading of 
course is a fact of life in the 
professional leagues. It was funny 
however when Zanussi said, 'the 
way things are going. with Vad-
nais not reporting,Esposito hurt 
and Ratelle talking about 
retirement, 1 may be the only one 
left in two weeks'.1 like this guy 
already but I still would not make 
the trade. Trading possibly the 
greatest goal scorer of all time is 
like putting water in a Habitant 
soup ... You mustn't ever. 
.. 
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NEWS 
* COED VOLLEYBALL 
Mon. Nov. 17--
7: 30 Numero Uno vs. 8: 3fJ The Dominoes vs. 
Youngs Y oddlers The Spikes 
Cumulo Nimbus Leary's Loony 
Specia.ls vs. Goons vs. Farrey's 
The Clowns Fiasco 
Wed. Nov. 19 -~ 
7: 30 Connolley's Killers 8: 30 Spik~rs vs. 
vs. No No Nooans Dodd's Odds 
Jetsons vs. Mixups Turkeys and Ga1s 
vs .. Hogan's Heroes 
* MEN'S BASKETBALL 
Tues. Nov. 18 
7: 30 The Clinic vs. 8: 30 The 0 's vs. The 
Kappa Crows Happy Hookers 
The Bullets vs. ~hi Pi, Rockets vs. 
Alpha WildPigsSures 
9: 30 Team on the Run vs. Cupcakes 
Hurst's Heroes vs. Roadrunners 
ThaI Nov. 20 --
7: 30 'Hoffa's Rema ins' 8: 30 Professors· vs. 
vs. Hoop Inc. Amberilla . 
Perverted -Pistons . Bohemians vs, 
vs. The O's Team on the Run 
9: 30 Buckeyes vs. Sons of Italy 
Crusaders vs. The Clinic 
* COED INNER TUBE WATER POLO 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Tues.~v. 18-- 9:00 ~e ~reans vs. Tidal ~ves 
BITS AND PIECES 
IN SPORTS 
by Joe SHvi 
Hockey brutality is reaching 
its peak. Starting in early 
January of last year when the 
high-sticking affair between Dave 
Forbes and H'etrry' Boucha 
happened hockey has found is 
place in the cortroom. Dan 
Maloney of the Red Wings was 
charged recently with assault in a 
fight with Brian Glennie. Frank 
Callaghan, Deputy Attorney-
Gneral of Ontario, said Maloney 
was to appear in court in Toronto 
December 4 on charges of assault 
occasioning bodily harm. The 
NHL said it planned no action 
against Maloney. This just is not 
hockey I Bobby Hull sat out one 
game to serve notice to the WHA 
about what is going on. The other 
night the Pittsburgh Penguin 
coach accused Fred Shero, coach 
of the Flyers, of emptying his 
bench on a brawl. When will it 
end~ Probably when somebody 
dies. .. The Russian are sending 
two hockey tea ins over this 
winter. Their two best teams, 
Central Army and the Soviet 
Wings will represent Russia. 
Each will play four NHL teams in 
late December and early 
January. The Bruins will play 
Central Army January 8 in 
Boston. .. Red Sox owner Tom 
Yawkey when asked who was he 
greatest player he had since he 
bought the club in 1936, he an-
swered Carl Yastrzemski. .. 
Jim Palmer was an easy winner 
of the C.y Young Award, winner 
over Catfish Hunter. In the 
National League, Tom Seaver 
won for the third time ... There 
are people protesting the ne~ 
scoreboard at Fenway. They 
call themselves ~ POPUP, they 
say Fenway's charm will be lost 
and there should not be any 




All·interested men and women 
are invited to tryout for. 
BSe's competitive Gymnastics Club. 
Practices. are Mon. thru rhurs• 
7: 30-9: 30 P.M in the small gym. 
We have a ftill meet schedule -
d 
' 
but we nee you. ' 
Thu. Nov. 20 -- 7: 00 Campbell's Kids vs. The Fish 
*POWDERPUFF FOOTBALL 
Mon. Nov. 17 -- 5: 30 Undecided vs. Pickup 
*BOWLING 3-S·Monday and Wednesday 
at Academy Lanes 
* FENCING 6-7: 30 Tuesday and Thursday 
in gym corridor 
* BADMINTON TO URNAMENT . 
Due to an il,'tsufficient number' of.entries in Men's 
and Women ~s singles these two tournaments will 
be cancelled. The doubles tournament will start 
next week. All those entered make sure you 
received a scheif,ule i,!- the mail. If not come 
to the gym and get one. 
* UPCOMING EVENTS 
BOSTON CELTICS GAME DECEMBER 3----Tickets 
go on sale Monday November 17 in union $6.00 
ticket for $4.00 
INNERTUBE WATER POLO DEMONSTRATION-
,Come to the pool at 11: OOTuesday November 18 
and lea'rn how to p'ay innertube water polo. 
Bring your suit if you wish so you c,a n try it after 
the demonstration is over. 
SKI EVENING--
Thursday Night December 4 a ski evening will be 
put on by the Coed Recreation Association the 
Student Union and the Boston Globe. 
There ,will be lectures on ski equipment 
demonstrations movies etc. In t,he Union 
Demonstration Room at 7: 30. 
PATS 
TICKETS 
FOR SALE - Two ten dollar tickets to the Patriot,Cowboy 
game this Sunday at Scb.affer Stadium. 
Section 316. 
Contact Joe Sih't either in the Comment Office 
Ot;' Scott Hall Room 303 
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Children's Physical 
Development Clinic 
. . " .. y) 
Entertainment 
by Dayle Russel 
Saturday morning ... sleepy eve~ 
,:sorry hung-over heads the setting 
up of equipment. All looking 
forward to the positive rein-
forcement of coffee and donuts 
just, of course, to put things in th~ 
right perspective. This is. the 
early mo~ng start of the 
Children'S . Physical De~ 
velopmental Clinic in the Kelly 
Gymnasium and Pool at 
Bridgewater State College. 
It began in the spriifg of 1974 
and has been going strong ever 
since under the direction of Dr. 
Joseph H. Huber, a member of the 
Health and Physical Education 
Dept. Structurally. the clinic is 
composed of 50 college students, 
undergraduate and graduate, 
majoring in Health and Physical 
Edu cation, Special Education, 
and Psychology. These students 
volunteer their Saturday mor-
nings to the most important part 
of the clinic--the 45 special needs 
children it serves. Each child is a 
very special facet of the clinic, all 
with different developmental 
disabilities and needs, but all 
possess the one outstanding 
special ability; each child brings 
with just their presence the abil~ 
to bring together 50 college 
students into a unity of love, 
understanding, compassion; and 
hope that manifests itself so 
strongly it is difficult not to be 
taken in by it. 
The clinic operates nine weeks 
out of each semester. It is hoped 
that in 1976 a summer session will 
be put into operation. 
student supervisor. These 
students are usually seniors who 
have previously been in the clinic 
and are now given a chance to 
. experience the administrative 
aspect. It is hoped that this ex-
perience will provide them with 
the knowledge to enable them to 
set up their own adapted physical 
education clinics in the future. 
At 11: 15, each clinician meets 
with the parents of their child to 
discuss the day's activities and 
make suggestions for the 
program to be carried out in the 
home. Parental involvement is 
also a vital aspect of the clinic for 
it provides a better understanding 
of each child's needs and a chance 
of the continuation of develop-
mental programs in the home. 
Dr. Huber also conducts parent 
ses sions, giving' parents an 
opportunity to meet and discuss 
problems and provide feedback 
as to what they feel the clinic is 
doing right or wrong for their 
child. 
Another group session is held 
from 11:30to 12:00 to discuss 
problems or achievements for the 
day and provide general feedback 
or ideas. Equipment is also taken 
down. 
These groups are" very valuable 
as they provide important and 
necessary interaction and 
feedback between clinicians. 
problems and their possible 
solutions as well as activities are 
discussed. Everyone is there to 
help everyone else and this serves 
as a unifying factor. 
At 9: 15, each clinician meets 
. their child in the lobby of the gym. 
The clinic opera tes on a one-to-
one basis, although there is 
usually a group activity set up for 
all to participate in. Between 9:15 
and 11:15 there are two hour-long 
sessions in the pool and in the 
gym. During this time· each 
clinician works with his or her 
child toward the objectives he or 
she has set. These object ives 
may be in the physical, social, or 
emotio~al developmental ar~as, 
depend- ing on each child's needs. 
One of the main objectives of 
the clinic .is 'to improve the total 
fitness for living of 45 children 
with special needs through 
carefully planned and individu-
ally designed developmental 
activities. ' 
Physical development is a 
major aspect of the clinic but it is 
also designed to produce an en-
vironment that will strengthen 
where needed the social and 
emotional aspects of a child's 
personality . 
Sa turday afternoon ... smiling 
faces, helping hands, and happy 
hearts. All looking forward to the 
Activities Week 
by Bill Campanella 
Beginning November 17, the dance, .etc.) and prizes of all 
Student Union Program Com- sorts. 
mittee will sponsor a week. of Saturddy" . the 22nd. holds a 
activities centering around the threefold treat An evenfng of 
NNOSTALGIC THEME OF. music and nostalgia will be 
"That's Entertainment." Using presented again in the S.U. 
the movie "That's En- Ballroom at 6:00pm at a dinner 
tertainment" as the basis for this theatre event. During the meal,' 
theme, we have planned a series you will be entertained by . 
of inexpensive events geared members of the Ensemble 
toward exposing the college Theatre as they perform excerpts 
community to a variety of 'en- from the great mus.: icals of the 
tertaining experiences. 1900's, nlnging from the roaring 
On Monday, November 17, twenties to recent years. Mter 
there will be a band in the dinner, you can ~tt back and enjoy· 
Rathskellar from 7-11pm (At the the . movie "That's En-
date of this writing, the type of tertainment" as it takes you back 
band has not yet been decided) On to those great musicals of 
Wednesday, November 19, yesteryear. It stars such:' 
Alexander's Feast, a Renaissance illustrious greats greats as: Gene 
band, will bee performing in the . Kelly, Liza· Minne1li, Elizabeth· . 
S.U. Ballroom. This group per- Taylor, Fred Astaire. and many 
forms in costumes. and also plays. more. . 
musical innstruments fro m the Sunday night closes this 
Renaissance era. A buffet dinner fabulous week with a second 
. precedes the show. showihg of "That's En-
On Friday evening, November tertainment" in the S.U. 
21, at 7:30, there will be a Demonstration Room at 7·:OOpm. 
celebrity cos- tume party in the So, take a break from your 
Rathskellar. Here's your chance work and enjoy the fe$tivities 
to play the ham by dres- sing up planned just for you! There's no 
as your favorite movie star. The charge . for the Rathskellar 
selection is unlimited, whether it events. Tickets forAlex- anders's 
b~ the renown Groucho Marx, the Feast and thedinner..:theatre are 
childish Shirley Temple, or the now on sal~ at aminima1.cost, and 
super image of W~nder Woman. and the movie costs only 75¢, the 
There will be contests (Imitation, regular Studept. tJnionprice .... 
Come join in the£un and musiCal 
performances! It's sheer EN-
TERTAINMENT!· 
Pewtercraft on Display' 
The Friends of the Bridgewater Library announce that on Tuesday; 
Novem ber 18, Shirley Wood. will be the guest speaker .. A former 
Professor of Art at Bridgewater State College and presently supervisor 
of the Craft Shop in Bridgewater.'s Studnt Union, Mrs. Wood has worked 
in pewter for twelve years. She is one of the few professional pewter-
smiths in the United States and is considered outstanding in the field. She 
has studied under, worked with and taught with Frances Felton, a leading 
pewter.smith. ry.trs. Wood's work has been on exhibit frequently in craft 
shows m the DIghton area and has been included in Modern Pewter by 
Char!on.. Her pewter and ~eaving is on display at the Bridgewater 
PublIc LIbrary for the month of November. The pub lie is cordially in-
vited to attend the 8: 00 p.m. meeting . 
hope of a brighter tomorrow for 45 
very special people. This is the 
afternmath of the Children'S 
Physical Developmental Clinic at 
Bridgewater State College. 
. . A' TRIP TO- NEW YORK 
Sponsor~d ~Y TH~ ENSEMBLE THEATRE 
SAT· NOV'15th Cost: $10 Each Saturday, the program 
begins at 7:30 A.M. with the 
setting up of equipment. One by 
one, 50 clinicians wander into the r--------------------------' 
gym. Half of them still asleep 
The bus.will leave the Student Union 
at 5:00am, will arrive in NYC at 10:00a', 
half awake, and a few not really 
sure which. Dr. Huber is always 
good for a few teasing remarks 
on everyone's condition as well 
as his share of donuts come 8:00. 
At 8:00, there is a guest speaker. 
Each week Dr. Huber invites 
professionals from various fields 
associated with adapted physical 
education to come in and speak. 
These sessions prove to be very 
interesting as weli as in-
formative. This semester, talks 
have been given by a nutrition 
expert, a school nurse, a physical 
therapist, and an adapted 
physical educator. 
At 9:00 A.M., the clinic divides 
into groups, each headed by a 
s. c. c. c. 
p~esents SUE MURRAY r. p. t. 
on physical therapy and pediat'rics 
and the communit~y 
nov. 18 11 o. m. library lecture hall 
You 'will have the entire day 
-free to enioy yourself I, and the bu.s wJll 
leave approximately 11 :30pm. You 
"Iill be back at sse at 3: 30 am Sunday. 
SIGN UP 
ON THE ENSEMBLE THEATRE BOARD 
NEAR THE S'U' GREEN ROOM 
EVERYONE IS WEL,.~.9ME! 
